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This thesis provides a method for solving shift scheduling problems more 
efficiently. It has proven effective for scheduling cashiers for the largest 
discount store in the country of Mexico, Aurrera.
The method begins by eliminating redundant and non-binding 
constraints of the primal formulation of the problem, and then eliminates 
redundant and non-binding constraints of the dual formulation for the 
remaining problem. By continuing this process iteratively until no further 
reductions can be made, it will be shown that the computational effort for a 
typical integer programming problem of this type can be significantly 
reduced. In fact, the average number of simplex iterations required to obtain 
a solution for the worksheets provided by Aurrera was reduced by 65%.
There is no claim that this method will always work. However, if the 
problem formulation has any non-binding or redundant constraints, the 
problem can be reduced to a smaller one that can be solved more efficiently.
The method is effective regardless of whether the costs associated with 
each shift are considered to be equal or different, varying with respect to the 
length of each shift. Two example problems are provided, one with equal 
shift costs and one where they are different, which demonstrate each step of 
the method. Furthermore, ten additional problems are provided with their 
respective solutions as an appendix.
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For some time now, operations research analysts have struggled with 
solving shift scheduling problems where the demand for workers varies over 
the course of the work day. A common approach has been to stuff the entire 
problem formulation into an integer programming code and wait for the 
answer, often for hours. This thesis describes a method for solving problems 
of this type more efficiently in a way few others have attempted - by applying 
common sense first, then using the computer.
Aurrera, the largest store in the country of Mexico, was chosen as the 
company to test the algorithm because they have a significant shift 
scheduling problem. In just one store, Gran Bazar Lomas, they have a need 
to schedule at least 80 cashiers during certain times of a typical work day.
Figure 1 illustrates an example of a worksheet that was used to 
formulate and solve the cashier shift scheduling problem for Aurrera. Each 
workperiod is identified along the left column of the worksheet by listing the 
time interval that workperiod covers (i.e., 0900-0930). For each workperiod 
there is a required number of cashiers to be on duty. These requirements are 
listed along the right column. For workperiod 0900-0930, there are 9 
cashiers required to cover the customer demand. Each column on the 
worksheet represents a different shift being considered. For each shift,
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AURRERA
FORMA PARA PROGRAMACION DE CAJERAS
TIENDA: GRAN BAZAR LOMAS | FECHA: 13 MAYO 1990
HORARIOS
Horas 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 Requerimentos
0900-0930 1 1 1 2 9
0930-1000 1 1 1 1 2 17
1000-1030 1 1 1 1 1 a 32
1030-1100 1 1 1 1 1 2: 32
1100-1130 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 51
1130-1200 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 £ 51
1200-1230 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 £ 68
1230-1300 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 £ 68
1300-1330 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 £ 68
1330-1400 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 £ 68
1400-1430 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 £ 68
1430-1500 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 £ 68
1500-1530 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 80
1530-1600 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 £ 72
1600-1630 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 72
1630-1700 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 £ 72
1700-1730 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 72
1730-1800 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 £ 65
1800-1830 1 1 1 1 1 1 2: 66
1830-1900 1 1 1 1 1 1 2: 66
1900-1930 1 1 1 1 1 a 50
1930-2000 1 1 1 1 1 2: 50
2000-2030 1 1 1 1 £ 42
2030-2100 1 1 1 1 £ 42
Part/Full-time P F F P F F F F P P I
Costo/Hora Para Horario: P = $1907 F = $2213
Figure 1: Exam ple W orksheet. Tienda and Fecha are the 
Spanish words for store and date. Horas are the hours of the 
workperiods. Horarios are the different shifts being considered. 
Requerimentos are the required number of cashiers for each 
workperiod.
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where there is a "1" in a workperiod, the shift is scheduled to work during 
that workperiod. If there is no entry, then the shift is either idle during that 
workperiod or is off-duty.
The algorithm presented first reduces the worksheet to the minimal set 
of workperiods and variables, and then finds a solution to the smaller 
problem. It will be shown that the solution to the reduced problem is a 
solution to the larger one as well.
This method for reducing the size of shift scheduling problems of this 
type was initiated by Dr. Robert E. D. Woolsey, who teaches it as a part of his 
integer programming course. This thesis provides refinements of his work, 
and extends it by considering the effects of continuing the method on the dual 
formulation of the problem after the primal constraints have been reduced to 
a set that is non-redundant and binding. By iterating through this process, it 
will be shown that significant reductions in computational effort can be 
achieved. No proofs are provided, just a step-by-step method that is believed 
to be foolproof.
BACKGROUND REFERENCES
Numerous people have provided solution methods to this type of shift 
scheduling problem. The techniques described range from detailed computer 
driven algorithms to simple heuristics. There have been no previous works 
discovered which directly address reducing shift scheduling problems in the 
manner described in this thesis.
Thompson, Tonge and Zionts (1966) were among the first to demonstrate
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the concept of reducing the original problem by eliminating redundant or 
non-binding constraints. Their work focused on Hnear programming (LP) 
problems where the variables were not restricted to integer values. Their 
method consisted of first analyzing a graphical picture of the problem that 
eliminated constraints that were beyond the tightest feasible region 
described by all the constraints considered. This technique, for obvious 
reasons, was limited to at most three variables. They extended their method 
to a computer algorithm that employed 1966 technology to analyze each 
constraint after each iteration of the simplex algorithm.
Glover and Woolsey (1965) demonstrated a technique to "surrogate" 
constraints for integer programming problems into a combined "strong" 
constraint. Their method is effective for 0-1 integer programming problems, 
where the variables can only take on the values "0" or "1".
Bartholdi (1981) analyzed "cyclical" staffing problems where both 
resource availability and requirements are cyclic. He compared a simple 
round-off of an LP relaxation solution of an integer programming problem to 
his "improved" round-off algorithm. His method first checks if the solution to 
the LP relaxation is non-integer. If it is non-integer Bartholdi's method then 
analyzes the constraint matrix for blocks of consecutive " l’s" in both the 
columns and rows. After this analysis, the method alters the 
Right-Hand-Side (RHS) vector, and re-runs the LP relaxation. The LP 
solution is then rounded according to a specified procedure. The uniqueness 
of Bartholdi’s method is that one can calculate an upper bound for the 
difference between the optimal integer solution and the rounded integer
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solution obtained his way, without knowing the value of the optimal integer 
solution.
Henderson and Berry (1976) provide a method for solving "subsets" to 
large scheduling problems and use the "Linear Programming Improvement 
Heuristic" to arrive at "good" solutions. The method first solves the given 
subset, and rounds-up all non-integer solution values. Then, each variable is 
reduced, one at a time, checking the constraints to ensure that the modified 
solution values are still feasible.
A network flow analysis is provided by Segal (1974). Interestingly,
Segal disclaims the current state of art of integer programming techniques as 
impractical for problems of practical interest. The method described makes 
use of the "out of kilter" algorithm described by Clasen. Segal attempts to 
minimize the difference between the slack variables (extra workers) and 
shortage of workers between each iteration. By iterating to a zero difference, 
the optimal solution can be achieved as the minimum cost flow through the 
network.
Even more recent shift scheduling methods avoid the time consuming 
difficulty of large integer programming problems. Holloran and Bym (1986) 
reveal that although the computers at United Airlines can solve full integer 
shift scheduling models, a heuristic rounding algorithm similar to that of 
Henderson and Berry is incorporated.
While numerous mathematical programming and operations research 
texts address the concept of eliminating non-binding and redundant 
constraints, few have provided simple algorithms to accomplish this.
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Garfinkle and Nemhauser (1972) provide an algorithm which has as its 
essence the same method described in this thesis. Their method is, however, 
an example of an algorithm that is too complex to implement.
Churchman, Ackoff and Arnold (1961) describe Flood’s method for 
reducing the constraint matrix of assignment problems which focuses its 
attention on the variables of the dual formulation. Again, the method is 
difficult to understand.
Luenberger (1984) briefly mentions the concept of attempting to identify 
"a priori" which constraints were active, and ignoring the inactive 
constraints, at a feasible solution. Further development of this concept is not 
discussed. He also mentions briefly the concept of eliminating all but one 
redundant equation in a system of linear inequalities.
Hillier and Lieberman (1990) refer to non-binding and redundant 
constraints as "secondary" constraints. They touch the subject lightly by 
referring to the concept of adding a new constraint to an already solved 
problem. If the constraint is satisfied, ignore it. If not, then go through the 
steps of introducing a new slack variable and adding the constraint to the 
problem.
After an extensive search of the applicable operations research journals 
and texts, it may be safely said that although many authors have touched the 
concepts presented in this thesis, few have developed a simple method to 
simplify the procedure to solve shift scheduling problems.
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CHAPTER 2
In this chapter a mathematical formulation is described for the shift 
scheduling worksheets that Aurrera provided. Following the problem 
formulation the algorithm is provided with a detailed description of the logic 
behind each rule.
FORMULATION
The problem being solved is one in which we wish to minimize the cost of 
"covering" a requirement for a given number of people at various times of a 
workday with various shifts that start and stop at different times of the day. 
In short, what is proposed is a particularly simple method to solve shift 
scheduling problem formulated as follows:
Minimize: %Total Cost = I  C -X .
y=i J
Subject To:
T  Ai j X j >RHS h where / = 1,2,3,...A#7 = 1 'y
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In the above formulation:
Cj = Cost of one person working shift j ,
Xj = Number of people working shift j  
M  = Total number of workperiods 
n = Total number of shifts considered 
Ai tj = 1, shift j  is on duty at workperiod i 
Aitj = 0, shift j  is not on duty at workperiod i 
RHSi = Demand of personnel at workperiod i
The above formulation implies that each shift might have a different 
cost coefficient in the objective function. While this may be true in some 
situations, some companies pay "graveyard" shifts, working less hours, the 
same as the typical 9 to 5 shift (Henderson and Berry, 1976). In addition, 
some companies have adopted a policy where all shifts are paid the same 
regardless of the length of the shift. This situation is often known as the 
"union seniority stipulation" which is present in certain workplace situations. 
Regardless of the payment policy, the following algorithm can be applied.
ALGORITHM
This method reduces shift scheduling problems by eliminating 
workperiods that are redundant or non-binding. Next, the method eliminates 
variables that do not effect the solution by formulating the primary problem 
into the equivalent dual problem and analyzing these new constraints. 
Experience demonstrates that often the reduced problem can be solved to
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near-optimality without using a computer. This reduced problem may then 
be formulated and run as a linear programming problem. Then, the 
difference between the LP optimum and the solution of this method is 
checked. If the difference is acceptable, stop. If not, one could then try to 
solve the problem as an integer program.
There are two groups of rules, standard and transposed. It is important 
to follow the rules in sequential order. This prevents some unnecessary 
workperiods and variables from being missed and allowed to remain in the 
solution computations.
Following the method, we begin with Rule 1:
RULE 1:
"Find all workperiods with " l’s" in the same columns and same
requirements (RHS). Eliminate all like workperiods except one."
This Rule eliminates identical workperiods. By satisfying the 
requirements of one workperiod all other identical workperiods will be 
satisfied. Hence, these redundant workperiods can be ignored without 
affecting the feasible region of the problem.




"Of the remaining workperiods, find those with " l’s" in the same 
columns, but different requirements (RHS). Compare 
them two at a time as follows:
If (RHS A is greater than RHS B), then eliminate workperiod B. 
Else, eliminate workperiod A.
Continue until no such workperiod pairs remain."
Rule 2 compares workperiods that, as in Rule 1, have " l’s" in the same 
columns, but where one workperiod has a smaller requirement than the 
requirement of another workperiod. Since the workperiod with the smaller 
requirement would always be satisfied whenever the workperiod with the 
larger requirement has been satisfied, the workperiod with the smaller 
requirement could be eliminated without impacting on the solution.
After completing Rule 2, we apply Rule 3:
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RULES:
"Of the remaining workperiods, find those with the same 
requirements. Compare them two at a time as follows:
If (workperiod A has " l’s" in the same columns that 
workperiod B has, but workperiod A has one or more 
additional columns of " l’s"), then eliminate workperiod 
A.
Continue until no such workperiod pairs remain."
Rule 3 compares workperiods that have the same requirements, and the 
shifts of one workperiod are completely shared by another workperiod that 
has one or more additional shifts. Since the requirements are the same, any 
assignment of workers that satisfies the workperiod with less shifts would 
also satisfy the workperiod with more shifts. Thus, the workperiod with 
more shifts can be eliminated.




"Of the remaining workperiods, find those with different
requirements (RHS). Compare them two at a time as follows:
If (workperiod A has " l’s" in the same columns that 
workperiod B has, but workperiod A has one or more 
additional columns of " l’s");
and
If (RHS A is less than RHS B), then eliminate workperiod A.
If either of the above statements is not true, 
then do not eliminate either workperiod.
Compare another two workperiods.
Continue until no such workperiod pairs remain."
Rule 4 compares workperiods that have different requirements (RHS), 
but like Rule 3, the shifts of one workperiod are contained within the other 
workperiod. Now, the workperiod with fewer shifts, but a larger RHS, is the 
dominant one. This occurs because any assignment of workers that satisfies 
the workperiod with less shifts and a larger RHS, would also satisfy the 
workperiod with more shifts and a smaller RHS.
After completing the first four rules, we proceed by changing the 
perspective of our analysis from the workperiods to the shifts. This is done 
by simply rotating the worksheet 90 degrees to the right and continuing with 
the Transpose Rules (T-Rules). It should be noted that this rotation when 
considered with the transposed rules is actually an analysis of the dual
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formulation of the remaining problem.
Duality theory for integer programming is weaker than that of linear 
programming with regard to the optimal solution. However, this method 
exploits the one-to-one correspondence between the constraints of the dual 
formulation and the variables of the primal formulation. Thus, by 
eliminating constraints of the dual problem formulation, we are actually 
eliminating variables from consideration in the primal problem. Proceeding 
with the method, we continue with T-rule 1.
T-RULE 1:
"Find all rows with " l’s" in the same columns, and identical 
coefficients. Eliminate all like rows, but one."
T-rule 1, like Standard Rule 1, eliminates identical rows. Although it 
would be unlikely that a shift scheduler would consider a shift scheduling 
worksheet that had redundant shifts (ones that cover the same workperiods 
a t the same cost), after passing through the standard rules what is left of the 
original worksheet might contain some redundant shifts. However, as before, 
we need only consider one of the like rows.




"Of the remaining rows, find those with different coefficients (COF), 
but with "l’s" in the same columns. Compare them two at a time 
as follows:
If (COF A is greater than COF B), then eliminate row A.
Continue until no such pairs of rows remain."
T-rule 2 follows same logic as Standard Rule 2, but the perspective is 
reversed. Now, since we are concerned with minimizing cost, when 
comparing two rows that cover the same columns, we would choose the row 
with the lower cost. This follows from the logic that says that if two shifts 
cover the same workperiods, but one is less expensive than the other, it 
would be more economical to choose the one with less cost.
After completing T-rule 2, the method continues with T-rule 3.
T-RULE 3:
"Of the remaining rows, find those with identical coefficients.
Compare them two at a time as follows:
If (row B has " l’s" in the same columns that row A has, but row B 
has one or more additional columns with " l’s"), 
then eliminate row A.
Continue until no such pairs of rows remain."
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T-rule 3 follows the "get more bang for your buck" logic. If two shifts 
have the same cost, and one of the shifts completely covers the other, then it 
would be more cost effective to assign personnel to the larger shift.
Following T-rule 3, the method continues with T-rule 4.
T-RULE 4:
"Of the remaining rows, find those with different coefficients.
Compare them two at a time as follows:
If (row B has " l’s" in the same columns that row A has, but row B 
has one or more additional columns with " l’s".),
and
if (COF A is greater than COF B), then eliminate row A.
If either of the above statements is not true, 
then do not eliminate either row.
Compare another two rows.
Continue until no such pairs of rows remain.
This rule extends the "more bang for your buck" rule by eliminating rows 
that cost more than another row that actually covers the columns of the more 
costly row. Common sense dictates that the row that covers more for less cost 
would always be chosen over a row that costs more and covers less.
Now, we rotate the worksheet back 90 degrees to the original position, 
and restart the method with the standard rules. This process is continued 
until no more eliminations can be made.
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Once we have reduced the worksheet down to the minimal set of 
workperiods and shifts, we determine a solution to this reduced problem. If a 
solution cannot be determined easily, another technique is to send the 
reduced worksheet to a linear programming (LP) code. If the resulting 
solution is all integer, then we can be assured of an optimal solution to the 
shift scheduling problem. However, if any of the shifts are assigned a 
non-integer value, then an integer solution must be obtained by another 
method. This can be as simple as strategic rounding of the non-integer 
values in the LP solution, with care given to ensure that all workperiod 
requirements are still satisfied.
Attached in Appendix D is a complete listing of the method without the 
explanations. It is located there for easy copying and use by anyone.
To dramatize the value of reducing shift scheduling problems with this 
method two problems will be demonstrated step-by-step in the following 
chapter. What will be seen is that the number of simplex iterations required 
to reach the optimal solution can be significantly reduced.
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CHAPTER 3
In this chapter, two example problems will be used to demonstrate the 
method step-by-step. First, a worksheet that has different cost coefficients in 
the objective function will be shown. Then, a worksheet where the cost 
coefficients are considered to be equal will be presented.
EXAMPLE PROBLEM 1
Following the method, we first apply Rule 1:
RULE 1:
"Find all workperiods with " l’s" in the same columns and same
requirements (RHS). Eliminate all like workperiods, except one."
As depicted in Figure 3-1, the first two workperiods that fit this 
description are 10:00-10:30, labeled IK, and 10:30-11:00, labeled IE. To keep 
things systematic the later workperiod will be eliminated; in this case 
10:30-11:00.
Please note that to represent this comparison and elimination, the first 
pair of workperiods to be compared is flagged with a 1 followed by a "K" for 
keep, or an "E" for eliminate. The second pair to be considered is flagged by a 
2, and so on.
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AURRERA 
Forma Para Programacion De Cajeras
Tienda: GRAN BAZAR | Fecha: MARTES 16 FEB
Horarios
Horas 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 Requerimentos
09:00-09:30 1 1 2 8
09:30-10:00 1 1 1 8
10:00-10:30 1 1 1 1 £ 17 1K
10:30-11:00 1 1 1 1 £ 17 1E
11:00-11:30 1 1 1 1 £ 24 2K
11:30-12:00 1 1 1 1 £ 24 2E
12:00-12:30 1 1 1 1 1 £ 30 3K
12:30-13:00 1 1 1 1 1 £ 30 3E
13:00-13:30 1 1 1 1 1 1 £ 30 4K
13:30-14:00 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 30 4E
14:00-14:30 1 1 1 1 1 1 £ 25 5K
14:30-15:00 1 1 1 1 1 1 £ 25 5E
15:00-15:30 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 17 6K
15:30-16:00 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 £ 17 6E
16:00-16:30 1 1 1 a 18 7K
16:30-17:00 1 1 1 £ 18 7E
17:00-17:30 1 1 1 1 1 £ 22 8K
17:30-18:00 1 1 1 1 1 £ 22 8E
18:00-18:30 1 1 1 1 £ 30 9K
18:30-19:00 1 1 1 1 £ 30 9E
19:00-19:30 1 1 £ 40 10K
19:30-20:00 1 1 2: 40 10E
20:00-20:30 1 1 £ 27 11K
20:30-21:00 1 1 £ 27 11E
Coefficients of the 
Objective 
Function
7 7.5 7 4 4 4 5 5 4 4
Figure 3-1: Rule 1
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Referring again to Figure 3-1, it follows using the same rule when we 
compare and eliminate the following workperiods:
(1) 10:00-10:30 and 10:30-11:00 eliminate 10:30-11:00
(2) 11:00-11:30 and 11:30-12:00 eliminate 11:30-12:00
(3) 12:00-12:30 and 12:30-13:00 eliminate 12:30-13:00
(4) 13:00-13:30 and 13:30-14:00 eliminate 13:30-14:00
(5) 14:00-14:30 and 14:30-15:00 eliminate 14:30-15:00
(6) 15:00-15:30 and 15:30-16:00 eliminate 15:30-16:00
(7) 16:00-16:30 and 16:30-17:00 eliminate 16:30-17:00
(8) 17:00-17:30 and 17:30-18:00 eliminate 17:30-18:00
(9) 18:00-18:30 and 18:30-19:00 eliminate 18:30-19:00
(10) 19:00-19:30 and 19:30-20:00 eliminate 19:30-20:00
(11) 20:00-20:30 and 20:30-21:00 eliminate 20:30-21:00
After eliminating the proper workperiods by using Rule 1, we continue 
the method with Rule 2 as demonstrated at Figure 3-2.
RULE 2:
"Of the remaining workperiods, find those with 'Ts" in the same 
columns, but have different Requirements (RHS). Compare 
them two at a time as follows:
If (RHS A is greater than RHS B), then eliminate workperiod B. 
Else, eliminate workperiod A.
Continue until no such workperiod pairs remain."
The first two workperiods in Figure 3-2 that fit this description are 
10:00-10:30, labeled IE, and 11:00-11:30, labeled IK. Since workperiod 
11:00-11:30 has a smaller RHS, it is eliminated.
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The next pair of workperiods are 19:00-19:30, labeled 2K, and 
20:00-20:30, labeled 2E. Since 27 is less than 40, workperiod 20:00-20:30 is 
eliminated.
AURRERA 
Forma Para Programacion De Cajeras
Tienda: GRAN BAZAR Fecha: MARTES 16 FEB
Horarios
Horas 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 Requerimentos
09:00-09:30 1 1 2 8
09:30-10:00 1 1 1 2 8
10:00-10:30 1 1 1 1 2: 17 1E
11:00-11:30 1 1 1 1 2 24 1K
12:00-12:30 1 1 1 1 1 £ 30
13:00-13:30 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2: 30
14:00-14:30 1 1 1 1 1 1 2: 25
15:00-15:30 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2> 17
16:00-16:30 1 1 1 2: 18
17:00-17:30 1 1 1 1 1 2: 22
18:00-18:30 1 1 1 1 2 30
19:00-19:30 1 1 2 40 2K
20:00-20:30 1 1 2 27 2E
Coefficients of the 
Objective 
Function
7 7.5 7 4 4 4 5 5 4 4
FIGURE 3-2: RULE 2
After completing Rule 2 we are left with the worksheet at Figure 3-3 and 
ready to apply Rule 3:
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RULE 3:
"Of the remaining workperiods, find those with the same 
requirements. Compare them two at a time as follows:
If (workperiod A has "Ts" in the same columns that 
workperiod B has, but workperiod A has one or more 
additional columns of " l’s"), then eliminate workperiod 
A.
Continue until no such workperiod pairs remain."
As depicted at Figure 3-3, the only two workperiods to compare with 
Rule 3 are 09:00-09:30, labeled IK, and 09:30-10:00, labeled IE. Since any 
values for shifts 1 and 4 that satisfy 09:00-09:30 will also satisfy 09:30-10:00, 
then we say that 09:00-09:30 "dominates" 09:30-10:00. This allows us to 
eliminate 09:30-10:00. Since no other workperiods meet the comparison test, 
we are completed with Rule 3. The method continues with Rule 4.
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AURRERA 
Forma Para Programacion De Cajeras
Honda: GRAN BAZAR | Fecha: MARTES 16 FEB
Horarios
Horas 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 Requerimentos
09:00-09:30 1 1 £ 8 1K
09:30-10:00 1 1 1 a 8 1E
11:00-11:30 1 1 1 1 24
12:00-12:30 1 1 1 1 1 a 30
13:00-13:30 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 30
14:00-14:30 1 1 1 1 1 1 a 25
15:00-15:30 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 a 17
16:00-16:30 1 1 1 18
17:00-17:30 1 1 1 1 1 a 22
18:00-18:30 1 1 1 1 a 30
19:00-19:30 1 1 s 40
Coefficients of the 
Objective 
Function
7 7.5 7 4 4 4 5 5 4 4
FIGURE 3-3: RULE 3
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RULE 4:
"Of the remaining workperiods, find those with different
requirements (RHS). Compare them two at a time as follows:
If (workperiod A has " l’s" in the same columns that 
workperiod B has, but workperiod A has one or more 
additional columns of 'Ts");
and
If (RHS A is less than RHS B), then eliminate workperiod A.
If either of the above statements is not true, 
then do not eliminate either workperiod.
Compare another two workperiods.
Continue until no such workperiod pairs remain."
Referring to Figure 3-4, we begin Rule 4 by comparing workperiods 
15:00-15:30, labeled IE, and 16:00-16:30, labeled IK. Since the columns of 
" l’s" that workperiod 16:00-16:30 has are imbedded in the columns of " l’s" 
tha t workperiod 15:00-15:30 has, and since 18 is greater than 17, we can 
eliminate 15:00-15:30. We say that workperiod 15:00-15:30 is dominated by 
16:00-16:30 since any values for shifts 1,2 or 3 that satisfy 16:00-16:30, would 
also satisfy 15:00-15:30. Continuing with Rule 4, we compare the 
workperiods as follows:
(1) 15:00-15:30 and 16:00-16:30 eliminate 15:00-15;30
(2) 17:00-17:30 and 19:00-19:30 eliminate 17:00-17:30
(3) 18:00-18:30 and 19:00-19:30 eliminate 18:00-18:30
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AURRERA 
Forma Para Programacion De Cajeras
Tienda: GRAN BAZAR | Fecha: MARTES 16 FEB
Horarios
Horas 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 Requerimentos
09:00-09:30 1 1 £ 8:
11:00-11:30 1 1 1 1 24
12:00-12:30 1 1 1 1 1 30
13:00-13:30 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 £ 30
14:00-14:30 1 1 1 1 1 1 25
15:00-15:30 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 £ 17 1E
16:00-16:30 1 1 1 £ 18 1K
17:00-17:30 1 1 1 1 1 22 2E
18:00-18:30 1 1 1 1 £ 30 3E
19:00-19:30 1 1 5 40 2K 3K
Coefficients of the 
Objective 
Function
7 7.5 7 4 4 4 5 5 4 4
FIGURE 3-4: RULE 4
After completing the first four rules, we are left with the workperiods 
portrayed on the worksheet a t Figure 3-5. Thus far, 17 workperiods have 
been eliminated, reducing the problem to be solved by 70%.
We now proceed by changing the perspective of our analysis from the 
workperiods to the shifts. This is done by simply rotating the worksheet 90 
degrees to the right and continuing with the transposed rules (T-Rules). 
Please note that we have rotated the worksheet, shown at Figure 3-6, but 
have oriented the numbers to allow the reader’s eye a more appealing 
worksheet to analyze.
Once we have rotated the worksheet, we continue with T-Rule 1:
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AURRERA 
Forma Para Programacion De Cajeras
Tienda: GRAN BAZAR Fecha: MARTES 16 FEB
Horarios
Horas 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 Requerimentos
09:00-09:30 1 1 2: 8
11:00-11:30 1 1 1 1 2: 24
12:00-12:30 1 1 1 1 1 £ 30
13:00-13:30 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 £ 30
14:00-14:30 1 1 1 1 1 1 2: 25
16:00-16:30 1 1 1 2 18
19:00-19:30 1 1 a 40
Coefficients of the 
Objective Function
7 7.5 7 4 4 4 5 5 4 4
FIGURE 3-5: WORKSHEET AFTER FIRST FOUR RULES
T-RULE 1:
Find all rows with "Ts" in the same columns, and identical 
coefficients. Eliminate all like rows, but one.
Referring to Figure 3-6, we have rows (Horarios) 7 and 8, labeled IK  and 
IE respectively, which are identical. We can eliminate row 8 without 
affecting the solution to the problem. Since no other rows meet the 




Forma Para Programacion De Cajeras
TRANSPOSED WORKSHEET
Fecha: 16 Feb
Coefficients of the Objective Function 
(COF) HORAS Horarios
7 1 1 1 1 1 1
7.5 1 1 1 1 2
7 1 1 1 3
4 1 1 1 4
4 1 1 1 5
4 1 1 1 6
5 1 1 1 7 1K
5 1 1 1 8 1E
4 1 9
4 1 10
40 18 25 30 30 24 8 | Requerimentos
FIGURE 3-6: T-RULE 1
T-RULE 2:
Of the remaining rows, find those with different coefficients (COF), 
but with "Ts" in the same columns. Compare them two at a time 
as follows:
If (COF A is greater than COF B), then eliminate row A. 
Continue until no such pairs of rows remain.
Applying T-Rule 2 we see a t Figure 3-7 that rows 6 and 7, labeled IK 
and IE respectively, meet the comparison test. Since row 6 costs less than
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AURRERA 
Forma Para Programaclon De Cajeras
TRANSPOSED WORKSHEET
Fecha: 16 Feb
Coefficients of the Objective Function 
(COF) HORAS Horarios
7 1 1 1 1 1 1
7.5 1 1 1 1 2
7 1 1 1 3
4 1 1 1 4
4 1 1 1 5
4 1 1 1 6 1K
5 1 1 1 7 1E
4 1 9
4 1 10
40 18 25 30 30 24 8 | Requerimentos
FIGURE 3-7: T-RULE 2
row 7, we can eliminate row 7. As no other rows meet the comparison 
requirements, we are finished with T-Rule 2. Figure 3-8 shows what is left of 
the original worksheet.
Next, we apply T-Rule 3.
T-RULE 3:
Of the remaining rows, find those with identical coefficients. Compare 
them two at a time as follows:
If (row B has 'Ts" in the same columns that row A has, but row B 
has one or more additional columns with 'Ts"), 
then eliminate row A.
Continue until no such pairs of rows remain.
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AURRERA 
Forma Para Programacion De Cajeras
TRANSPOSED WORKSHEET
Fecha: 16 Feb
Coefficients of the Objective Function 
(COF) HORAS Horarios
7 1 1 1 1 1 1
7.5 1 1 1 1 2
7 1 1 1 3
4 1 1 1 4
4 1 1 1 5
4 1 1 1 6 1K
4 1 9 1E
4 1 10
40 18 25 30 30 24 8 | Requerimentos
FIGURE 3-8: T-RULE 3
Referring to Figure 3-8, we note that row 6, labeled IK, and row 9, 
labeled IE, meet the comparison tests. Since row 9 is completely covered by 
row 6 at equal cost, then we can eliminate row 9. Thereby, we have 
completed T-Rule 3, leaving the worksheet at Figure 3-9.
Having completed T-Rule 3, we now apply T-Rule 4.
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T-RULE 4:
Of the remaining rows, find those with different coefficients. Compare 
them two at a time as follows:
If (row B has "1’s" in the same columns that row A has, but row B 
has one or more additional columns with " l’s".),
and
if (COF A is greater than COF B), then eliminate row A.
If either of the above statements is not true, 
then do not eliminate either row.
Compare another two rows.
Continue until no such pairs of rows remain.
AURRERA 
Forma Para Programacion De Cajeras
TRANSPOSED WORKSHEET
Fecha: 16 Feb
Coefficients of the Objective Function 
(COF) HORAS Horarios
7 1 1 1 1 1 1 1K
7.5 1 1 1 1 2 1E
7 1 1 1 3
4 1 1 1 4
4 1 1 1 5
4 1 1 1 6
4 1 10
40 18 25 30 30 24 8 | Requerimentos
FIGURE 3-9: T-RULE 4
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Applying T-Rule 4, we note that row 1, labeled IK, and row 2, labeled 
IE, are the only rows that can be compared with this Rule. Since row 1 
covers all the same columns that row 2 does (plus one), and since row Ts COF 
is less than row 2’s COF, we can eliminate row 2.
This completes T-Rule 4, and our first pass through both the standard 
and transposed Rules, which leaves the worksheet at Figure 3-10.
AURRERA 
Forma Para Programacion De Cajeras
TRANSPOSED WORKSHEET
Fecha: 16 Feb
Coefficients of the Objective Function 
(COF) HORAS Horarios
7 1 1 1 1 1 1
7 1 1 1 3
4 1 1 1 4
4 1 1 1 5
4 1 1 1 6
4 1 10
40 18 25 30 30 24 8 | Requerimentos
FIGURE 3-10: WORKSHEET AFTER T-RULES
Now, we rotate the worksheet back 90 degrees to the original position. 
Next, we would analyze the worksheet by going through both the standard 
and transposed rules once again to determine if any other reductions could be 
made. In this case, no other reductions are possible and we are left with the 
worksheet a t Figure 3-11 as the "Final" shift scheduling worksheet.
Once we have reduced the worksheet down to the minimal set of 
workperiods and shifts, we determine a solution to this reduced worksheet. 
The technique demonstrated here is to send the reduced worksheet to a
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AURRERA 
Forma Para Programacion De Cajeras
Tienda: GRAN BAZAR | Fecha: MARTES 16 FEB
Horarios
Horas 1 3 4 5 6 10 Requerimentos
09:00-09:30 1 1 2 8
11:00-11:30 1 1 1 £ 24
12:00-12:30 1 1 1 30
13:00-13:30 1 1 1 1 £ 30
14:00-14:30 1 1 £ 25
16:00-16:30 1 1 £ 18
19:00-19:30 1 1 £ 40
Coefficients of the Objective 
Function
7 7 4 4 4 4
FIGURE 3-11: FINAL WORKSHEET
linear programming (LP) and an integer programming (IP) code. The IP code 
implicitly enumerates to an integer solution by the "branch and bound" 
algorithm. The results of both the LP and IP are displayed in Figure 3-12.
SOLUTION
Horarios Total
Cost Remarks1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
9.5 0 8.5 0 14.5 15.5 0 0 0 31.5 372 Full LP
9.5 0 8.5 0 14.5 15.5 0 0 0 31.5 372 Reduced LP
10 0 8 0 15 15 0 0 0 32 374 Full IP (32 Nodes)
10 0 8 0 15 15 0 0 0 32 374 Reduced IP (17 Nodes)
FIGURE 3-12: SOLUTION
Results are shown for both the full worksheet and the reduced 
worksheet, giving the solutions to both the LP and the IP. One will note that 
the solutions are the same for the full and reduced worksheets for the LP, as
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well as the IP. This validates the claim that a solution to the reduced 
worksheet, the kernel problem, is also a solution to the full worksheet. 
Another point of interest is that while the full worksheet solution with the IP 
code took 32 "branch and bound" nodes, the reduced worksheet took only 17. 
It is conjectured that proportionally larger savings can be achieved for larger 
shift scheduling problems.
As stated before, there is no claim that these rules for reducing the 
worksheet can always be applied with good results. However, a surprising 
number of shift scheduling worksheets can be reduced, simplifying 
computational effort significantly.
Next, a second example problem will be demonstrated.
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EXAMPLE PROBLEM 2
This problem is different from the first one in that the costs of the shifts 
are considered to be equal. As stated before this policy is not uncommon for 
scheduling shifts of some labor union workers, as well as some graveyard 
shift workers. Allowing for this policy of equal payment for shifts often has 
even more dramatic affect on amount of reductions that can be made. 
Following the method, we first apply Rule 1:
RULE 1:
"Find all workperiods with 'Ts" in the same columns and same 
requirements. Eliminate all like workperiods except one."
As depicted in Figure 3-13, the first two workperiods that fit this 
description are 10:00-10:30, labeled IK, and 10:30-11:00, labeled IE. As with 
example problem 1, to keep things systematic we will eliminate the later 
workperiod; in this case 10:30-11:00.
T-4014
AURRERA 
Forma Para Programacion De Cajeras
Tienda: GRAN BAZAR | Fecha: MIERCOLES 10 FEB
Horarios
Horas 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 Requerimentos
09:00-09:30 1 1 2 7
09:30-10:00 1 1 1 2 7
10:00-10:30 1 1 1 1 2 13 1K
10:30-11:00 1 1 1 1 2 13 1E
11:00-11:30 1 1 1 1 1 2 19 2K
11:30-12:00 1 1 1 1 1 2 19 2E
12:00-12:30 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 27 3K
12:30-13:00 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 27 3E
13:00-13:30 1 1 1 1 2 22 4K
13:30-14:00 1 1 1 1 2 22 4E
14:00-14:30 1 1 1 1 2 20 5K
14:30-15:00 1 1 1 1 2 20 5E
15:00-15:30 1 1 1 1 2! 14 6K
15:30-16:00 1 1 1 1 2 14 6E
16:00-16:30 1 1 1 2 14 7K
16:30-17:00 1 1 1 2: 14 7E
17:00-17:30 1 1 1 2 17 8K
17:30-18:00 1 1 1 2 17 8E
18:00-18:30 1 1 2 24 9K
18:30-19:00 1 1 2 24 9E
19:00-19:30 1 1 2 30 10K
19:30-20:00 1 1 2 30 10E
20:00-20:30 1 1 2 14 11K
20:30-21:00 1 1 2 14 11E
FIGURE 3-13: RULE 1
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Referring to Figure 3-13, it follows using the same rule when we 
compare and eliminate the following workperiods:
(1) 10:00-10:30 and 10:30-11:00 eliminate 10:30-11:00
(2) 11:00-11:30 and 11:30-12:00 eliminate 11:30-12:00
(3) 12:00-12:30 and 12:30-13:00 eliminate 12:30-13:00
(4) 13:00-13:30 and 13:30-14:00 eliminate 13:30-14:00
(5) 14:00-14:30 and 14:30-15:00 eliminate 14:30-15:00
(6) 15:00-15:30 and 15:30-16:00 eliminate 15:30-16:00
(7) 16:00-16:30 and 16:30-17:00 eliminate 16:30-17:00
(8) 17:00-17:30 and 17:30-18:00 eliminate 17:30-18:00
(9) 18:00-18:30 and 18:30-19:00 eliminate 18:30-19:00
(10) 19:00-19:30 and 19:30-20:00 eliminate 19:30-20:00
(11) 20:00-20:30 and 20:30-21:00 eliminate 20:30-21:00
After eliminating the proper workperiods by using Rule 1, we proceed 
with the method by applying Rule 2.
RULE 2:
"Of the remaining workperiods, find those with "Ts" in the same 
columns, but have different Requirements (RHS). Compare 
them two at a time as follows:
If (RHS A is greater than RHS B), then eliminate workperiod B. 
Else, eliminate workperiod A.
Continue until no such workperiod pairs remain."
The first two workperiods in Figure 3-14 that fit this description are 
18:00-18:30, labeled IE, and 19:00-19:30, labeled IK. Since workperiod 
18:00-18:30 has a smaller RHS, it is eliminated.
The next pair of workperiods are 19:00-19:30, labeled 2K, and
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AURRERA 
Forma Para Programaclon De Cajeras
Tienda: GRAN BAZAR | Fecha: MIERCOLES10 FEB
Horarios
Horas 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 Requerimentos
09:00-09:30 1 1 2 7
09:30-10:00 1 1 1 £ 7
10:00-10:30 1 1 1 1 2: 13
11:00-11:30 1 1 1 1 1 2! 19
12:00-12:30 1 1 1 1 1 1 £ 27
13:00-13:30 1 1 1 1 £ 22
14:00-14:30 1 1 1 1 2! 20
15:00-15:30 1 1 1 1 £ 14
16:00-16:30 1 1 1 2! 14
17:00-17:30 1 1 1 £ 17
18:00-18:30 1 1 24 1E
19:00-19:30 1 1 £ 30 1K 2K
20:00-20:30 1 1 £ 14 2E
FIGURE 3-14: RULE 2
20:00-20:30, labeled 2E. Since 14 is less than 30, workperiod 20:00-20:30 is 
eliminated.
After completing Rule 2 we are left with the worksheet at Figure 3-15 
and ready to apply Rule 3:
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RULE 3:
"Of the remaining workperiods, find those with the same 
requirements. Compare them two at a time as follows:
If (workperiod A has 'Ts" in the same columns that 
workperiod B has, but workperiod A has one or more 
additional columns of 'Ts"), then eliminate workperiod 
A.
Continue until no such workperiod pairs remain."
The first two workperiods to compare with Rule 3 are 09:00-09:30, 
labeled IK, and 09:30-10:00, labeled IE. Since any values for shifts 1 and 4 
that satisfy 09:00-09:30 will also satisfy 09:30-10:00, then we say that 
09:00-09:30 "dominates" 09:30-10:00. This allows us to eliminate 09:30-10:00.
Similarly, workperiods 15:00-15:30, labeled 2E, and 16:00-16:30, labeled 
2K, can be compared, where 15:00-15:30 is eliminated. Since no other 
workperiods meet the comparison test, we are done with Rule 3.
Once we are completed with the first three Rules, we go to Rule 4.
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AURRERA 
Forma Para Programacion Da Cajeras
Tienda: GRAN BAZAR | Fecha: MIERCOLES10 FEB
Horarios
Horas 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 Requerimentos
09:00-09:30 1 1 £ 7 1K
09:30-10:00 1 1 1 a 7 1E
10:00-10:30 1 1 1 1 a 13
11:00-11:30 1 1 1 1 1 £ 19
12:00-12:30 1 1 1 1 1 1 £ 27
13:00-13:30 1 1 1 1 22
14:00-14:30 1 1 1 1 £ 20
15:00-15:30 1 1 1 1 a 14 2E
16:00-16:30 1 1 1 a 14 2K
17:00-17:30 1 1 1 a 17
19:00-19:30 1 1 a 30
FIGURE 3-15: RULE 3
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RULE 4:
"Of the remaining workperiods, find those with different 
requirements. Compare them two at a time as follows:
If (workperiod A has 'T s1 in the same columns that 
workperiod B has, but workperiod A has one or more 
additional columns of ’Ts");
and
If (RHS A is less than RHS B), then eliminate workperiod A.
If either of the above statements is not true, 
then do not eliminate either workperiod.
Compare another two workperiods.
Continue until no such workperiod pairs remain."
Referring to Figure 3-16, we begin Rule 4 by comparing workperiods 
09:00-09:30 and 10:00-10:30. Since these two do not meet the conditions to 
eliminate one of the workperiods, neither is eliminated. Continuing with 
Rule 4, we compare the workperiods as follows:
(1) 09:00-09:30 and 10:00-10:30 no elimination
(2) 09:00-09:30 and 11:00-11:30 no elimination
(3) 09:00-09:30 and 12:00-12:30 no elimination
(4) 10:00-10:30 and 11:00-11:30 no elimination
(5) 10:00-10:30 and 12:00-12:30 no elimination
(6) 12:00-12:30 and 14:00-14:30 no elimination
(7) 17:00-17:30 and 19:00-19:30 eliminate 17:00-17:30
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Workperiod 17:00-17:30, labeled 7E, is eliminated since it is "dominated" 
by any values for shift 3 and 8 that satisfy workperiod 19:00-19:30, labeled 
7K. This completes this application of Rule 4.
AURRERA 
Forma Para Programacion De Cajeras
Tienda: GRAN BAZAR Fecha: MIERCOLES 10 FEB
Horarios
Horas 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 Requerimentos
09:00-09:30 1 1 £ 7 1 2 3
10:00-10:30 1 1 1 1 2 13 1 4 5
11:00-11:30 1 1 1 1 1 a 19 2 4
12:00-12:30 1 1 1 1 1 1 27 3 5 6
13:00-13:30 1 1 1 1 2i 22
14:00-14:30 1 1 1 1 £ 20 6
16:00-16:30 1 1 1 a 14
17:00-17:30 1 1 1 £ 17 7E
19:00-19:30 1 1 a 30 7K
FIGURE 3-16: RULE 4
After completing the first four rules, the algorithm proceeds by changing 
the perspective of the analysis from the workperiods to the shifts. This is 
done by rotating the worksheet 90 degrees to the right, as portrayed in 
Figure 3-17, and continuing with the transposed rules.
Since T-Rules 2 and 4 concern only rows with different coefficients of the 
objective function (COF), and since all COF’s of this worksheet are equal, 
then T-Rules 2 and 4 can be ignored for this worksheet. Additionally, since 
currently there are no rows which are identical, then T-Rule 1 can be also 
ignored a t this time. That brings the method to T-Rule 3.
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T-RULE 3:
Of the remaining rows, find those with identical coefficients. Compare 
them two at a time as follows:
If (row B has 'Ts" in the same columns that row A has, but row B 
has one or more additional columns with 'Ts"), 
then eliminate row A.
Continue until no such pairs of rows remain.
Referring to Figure 3-17, using T-Rule 3, we first compare row 1, labeled 
IK, and row 2, labeled IE. Since row 1 "covers" all of the 'Ts" that row 2 has, 
then row 1 dominates row 2. Therefore, row 2 can be eliminated. T-Rule 3 
continues as follows:
(1) row 1 and row 2 eliminate row 2
(2) row 1 and row 4 eliminate row 4
(3) row 3 and row 8 eliminate row 8
(4) row 6 and row 7 eliminate row 7
After completing T-Rule 3, we rotate the worksheet back 90 degrees to 
the left and have the "reduced" shift scheduling worksheet a t Figure 3-18. 
Since we altered the original worksheet with this pass, we restart the method 
and apply the standard rules again. Also, since there are no workperiods 
with the same requirements, we can ignore Rule 1 (and later Rule 3). 
However, this is not necessarily the standard situation. Other worksheets 
may have work periods that can apply all four standard rules at this point. 
However, the first rule that applies now is Rule 2:
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AURRERA 
Forma Para Programacion De Cajeras
TRANSPOSED WORKSHEET
Fecha: 10 Feb
Coefficients of the Objective Function 
(COF) HORAS Horarios
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1K 2K
1 1 1 1 1 1 2 1E
1 1 1 1 3 3K
1 1 1 1 1 4 2E
1 1 1 1 1 5
1 1 1 1 1 6 4K
1 1 1 1 7 4E
1 1 8 3E
30 14 20 22 27 19 13 7 | Requerimentos
FIGURE 3-17: T-RULE 3
RULE 2:
"Of the remaining workperiods, find those with 'Ts" in the same
columns, but different Requirements (RHS). Compare them two 
at a time as follows:
If (RHS A is greater than RHS B), then eliminate workperiod B. 
Else, eliminate workperiod A.
Continue until no such workperiod pairs remain."
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Applying Rule 2, as demonstrated at Figure 3-18, we can compare 
workperiods 11:00-11:30 and 12:00-12:30, eliminating 11:00-11:30. Since 
these were the only workperiods that can be compared by Rule 2, we proceed 
to the next rule.
AURRERA 
Forma Para Programaclon De Cajeras
Tienda: GRAN BAZAR Fecha: MIERCOLES 10 FEB
Horarios
Horas 1 3 5 6 Requerimentos
09:00-09:30 1 £ 7
10:00-10:30 1 1 a 13
11:00-11:30 1 1 1 a 19 1E
12:00-12:30 1 1 1 a 27 1K
13:00-13:30 1 1 1 £ 22
14:00-14:30 1 1 £ 20
16:00-16:30 1 1 £ 14
19:00-19:30 2 30
FIGURE 3-18: RULE 2
As mentioned before, since none of the requirements are equal, we can 
ignore Rule 3. Therefore, we go to Rule 4.
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RULE 4:
"Of the remaining workperiods, find those with different 
requirements. Compare them two at a time as follows:
If (workperiod A has "IV  in the same columns that 
workperiod B has, but workperiod A has one or more 
additional columns of " l’s");
and
If ( RHS A is less than RHS B), then eliminate workperiod A.
If either of the above statements is not true, 
then do not eliminate either workperiod.
Compare another two workperiods.
Continue until no such workperiod pairs remain.
Then referring to Figure 3-19, by Rule 4 we can compare the following 
workperiods:
(1) 13:00-13:30 and 19:00-19:30 eliminate 13:00-13:30
(2) 16:00-16:30 and 19:00-19:30 eliminate 16:00-16:30
After completing the second pass through the first four Rules, we 




Forma Para Programacion De Cajeras
Tienda: GRAN BAZAR Fecha: MIERCOLES 10 FEB
Horarios
Horas 1 3 5 6 Requerimentos
09:00-09:30 1 £ 7
10:00-10:30 1 1 £ 13
12:00-12:30 1 1 1 £ 27
10:00-10:30 1 1 £ 13
13:00-13:30 1 1 1 22 1E
14:00-14:30 1 1 £ 20
16:00-16:30 1 1 2: 14 2E
19:00-19:30 £ 30 1K 2K
FIGURE 3-19: RULE 4
T-RULE 3:
Of the remaining rows, find those with identical coefficients. Compare 
them two at a time as follows:
If (row B has 'Ts" in the same columns that row A has, but row B 
has one or more additional columns with 'Ts"), 
then eliminate row A.
Continue until no such pairs of rows remain.
Using T-Rule 3 we compare the columns of the worksheet at Figure 3-20 
as follows:
(1) row 1 and row 5 eliminate row 5
(2) row 1 and row 6 eliminate row 6
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AURRERA 
Forma Para Programacion De Cajeras
TRANSPOSED WORKSHEET
Fecha: 10 Feb
Coefficients of the Objective Function 
(COF) HORAS Horarios
1 1 1 1 1 1 1K 2K
1 1 3
1 1 1 5 1E
1 1 1 6 2E
30 20 27 13 7 Requerimentos
FIGURE 3-20: T-RULE 3
After applying both the standard rules and transpose rules again, we are 
left with the further reduced shift scheduling worksheet at Figure 3-21, and 
ready to restart them again. This time, however, only R\ile 2 can be used:
RULE 2:
"Of the remaining workperiods, find those with "Ts" in the same 
columns, but different Requirements. Compare them two a t a 
time as follows:
If (RHS A is greater than RHS B), then eliminate workperiod B. 
Else, eliminate workperiod A.
Continue until no such workperiod pairs remain."
By applying Riile 2 we can compare the workperiods in Figure 3-21 as 
follows:
(1) 09:00-09:30 and 10:00-10:30 eliminate 09:00-09:30
(2) 10:00-10:30 and 12:00-12:30 eliminate 10:00-10:30
(3) 12:00-12:30 and 14:00-14:30 eliminate 14:00-14:30
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AURRERA 
Forma Para Programacion De Cajeras
Tienda: GRAN BAZAR Fecha: MIERCOLES 10 FEB
Horarios
Horas 1 3 Requerimentos
09:00-09:30 1 £ 7 1E
10:00-10:30 1 13 1K 2E
12:00-12:30 1 27 2K 3K
14:00-14:30 1 £ 20 3E
19:00-19:30 1 2 30
FIGURE 3-21: RULE 2
After applying Rule 2 this time, we realize that no further reductions of 
the shift scheduling worksheet are possible (or necessary). Consequently, we 
are left with the following "Final" shift scheduling worksheet.
AURRERA 
Forma Para Programacion De Cajeras
Tienda: GRAN BAZAR Fecha: MIERCOLES 10 FEB
Horarios
Horas 1 3 Requerimentos
12:00-12:30 1 £ 27
19:00-19:30 1 £ 30
FIGURE 3-22: FINAL WORKSHEET
One can quickly determine that a solution to this worksheet would be to 
assign 27 workers to shift 1 and 30 workers to shift 3. More importantly, this 
solution is also valid for the original 8 x 26 worksheet. In fact, comparing 
this result with the solution of the original worksheet, we get the same 
solution with the total number of workers required (57).
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The most beneficial aspect of this method is it can be used to reduce the 
computational effort for shift scheduling worksheets of any size. Again, not 
all worksheets can be reduced to an elementary school mathematics problem. 
However, if a problem formulation of this type does contain any redundant or 
non-binding constraints in either the primal or dual perspectives, then it can 
be reduced to a problem that can be solved more efficiently than the original 
larger one. Located in Appendix C are ten additional worksheets that 




This thesis demonstrates a method for reducing shift scheduling 
problems consisting of a system of linear inequalities where the variables of 
the problem take only integer values. By applying this method, the 
computational effort required to determine an optimal solution is often 
significantly reduced. Table 1 listed below displays the results the method 
had on the shift scheduling worksheets provided by Aurrera.
For the 18 worksheets on which the method was applied there was an 
average of 65% reduction in the number of simplex iterations required to 
obtain the optimal solution. The maximum reduction was 93%, while the 
minimum was 35%. While a 35% reduction in computational effort for 
problems involving only 16 variables seems marginally beneficial, it is 
conjectured that a reduction as little as 35% for a shift scheduling problem 
with hundreds of variables could be significant. As mentioned before, this 
method does not depend on the problem size, or whether the shifts are 
considered to have equal or different costs.
Included in Appendix A is the English version of the program that was 
provided to Aurrera for their use in shift scheduling. Additionally, the 
Spanish version of the main function of the program is provided at Appendix 
B. The program can be used for any shift scheduling problem, not just for
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TABLE 1: COMPUTATION REDUCTION SUMMARY
Worksheet Problem size Simplex Iterations
Date Full Reduced Full Reduced
10 Feb 1982 8x24 5 x 7 28 11
10 Feb 1982(1) 8x24 2x 2 27 2
11 Feb 1982 8x24 5 x 7 29 11
11 Feb 1982(1) 8x24 2 x 2 30 2
13 Feb 1982 8x26 8 x 8 37 10
13 Feb 1982(1) 8x26 5 x 7 35 7
14 Feb 1982 8x24 8 x 8 33 9
14 Feb 1982(1) 8x24 5 x 7 29 8
15 Feb 1982 7x24 6 x 7 27 5
15 Feb 1982(1) 7x24 4 x 4 27 5
16 Feb 1982 (2) 10x24 6 x 7 32 17
16 Feb 1982(1) (2) 10x24 4 x 4 82 6
04 Abril 1990 16x26 15x 12 48 31
06 Abril 1990 16x24 15x11 43 25
14 Abril 1990 16x26 13x 10 46 20
15 Abril 1990 14x24 10x9 39 16
12 Mayo 1990 12x26 10x9 33 15
13 Mayo 1990 10x24 8x 10 31 15
(1) Problem formulation with equal coefficients in the objective function. 
(2) Non-unimodular constraint matrix
cashiers in Aurrera.
The program is written in the "C" programming language, which has the 
versatility of dynamic memory allocation and pointer manipulation. It is also 
the only programming language that this author knows well.
As mentioned previously, a complete copy of the method is provided in 
Appendix D. It is located there for easy copying and hopeful use by anyone.
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TOPICS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH
Integer programming remains a time consuming method for the solution
of large problems. Today’s computer technology with parallel programming
/
and relatively rapid data access may potentially solve large shift scheduling 
problems efficiently. Yet, with the current state of available integer 
programming algorithms, there remains a valid need to reduce large 
problems as far as possible before sending them to such time intensive 
computer codes.
This thesis has analyzed shift schedules that do not account for breaks 
during a shift that are smaller than the length of the workperiods being 
analyzed. This problem could be solved in a similar manner after dividing 
the workperiods to account for the length of time for the smallest feasible 
break. Another way would be to define a method to account for negative 
values in the constraint matrix that would occur during a break period.
Further research could be done to extend similar problem reducing 
techniques to nearly any linear or integer programming problem.
Additionally, it is conjectured that non-linear problems might benefit from 
reducing the constraint matrix to the minimal set of inequalities before 
attempting to solve them.
Finally, the concept of using the relationships between the primal and 
dual formulations of a problem has still not been fully explored for the integer 
case. The question of whether the bounding relationship that holds for the 
LP is valid for the IP, in general, is open. In addition, further work could be
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done to determine if there exists a relationship in the area of geometric 
programming to determine not only which constraints are redundant and 
non-binding, but perhaps also determining an optimal solution for the IP.
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APPENDIX A: English V ersion o f Aurrera Shift Scheduling  
Program
Aurrera.c
This is the English version of the Aurrera program. It asks the user for 
the number of shifts and work periods to be considered. Additionally, this 
version takes account for the differences in cost between part-time and 
full-time cashiers at Aurrera. This program accepts raw shift scheduling 
data, processes it and, if the constraint matrix is totally unimodular, provides 
integer answers. If not, then the RHS will be strategically adjusted to allow 
the solution of a rerun LP to be rounded in accordance with the Bartholdi 
algorithm.








void *allocl(size_t n l, size_t size); 
void freel(void *p);
void **alloc2 (size_t n l, size_t n2, size_t size); 
void free2(void **p);
void reduce(double **a, int *shift, in t *lastrow, in t *red); 
void simplex (double **a, int m, int n, int m l, in t m2, int m3, int *icase, 
int izrovf], int iposvQ); 
int bartholdi(double **a, int *last, in t nshift ); 




int i j  ,k,*last,tempint,nshift,work_periods,rate,row,*red,*shift; 
double **a,**b,**c,sum,*soln,perhour,full,part,*shift_rate; 
in t count, *icase, *iposv, *izrov, max_error,*round_solution,
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*ricase,*riposv,*rizrov,nonstandard=0,gobartholdi=0; 
char answer, name, tt[28][14],z; 
float temp;
p rin ts"\tHello, and welcome to the Shift Scheduling program. To use 
this program\n"); 
printfC'you will need a t least two shifts to compare, what hours each 
shift is to\n");
printfCwork, and the requirements for each work period.\n");
/* determine if "standard” shift hours will be used */ 
printf("Will you be using the Aurrera VstandardV' shift hours, 
0900-2200 by \n"); 




iftanswer != y  && answer != *n*)
printf("\a\nPlease enter a VyV or a VnV:");
} while( answer != y  && answer != ’n’ );
if( answer == ’n’ ) 
nonstandard=l;
printfC'Will you be using the \"standard\" Full-time ( $2213 ) and 
Part-time ($1907 )\n"); 




iftanswer != y  && answer != ’n’)
printf("\a\nPlease enter a VyV or a VnV:");





printf("\nEnter the new \"Full-time\" hourly pay ra te :");
scanft'^f^&temp);
full=(double)temp;





printf("\n\n\nFull-tim e = $%8.2f\n",full);
printf("Part-time = $%8.2f\n",part);




if(answer != y  && answer != ’n’)
printf("\a\nPlease enter a \"y\" or a \" n \" :");
} while(answer != y  && answer != ’n’);
if(answer == ’y’) {
prin tfC \n \n \nE nter the new VFull-timeV hourly pay ra te :");
scanf("%f', &temp);
full=(double)temp;
printf("\nEnter the new VPart-timeV hourly pay ra te :");
scanfC'%f', &temp);
part=(double)temp;
} while (answer == ’y’);
if(nonstandard) {
printf("\nHow many shifts are you considering on this run?:"); 
scanf("%d", &nshift);
printf("\nHow many work periods are you considering?:"); 
scanf("%d", &work_periods);




prin tfC \n\n \nT he number of shifts considered is %d\n",nshift); 
printfC'The number of work-periods considered is 
%d\n" ,work_periods); 
printf("The number of work-periods per hour is %g\n",perhour); 




if(answer != y  && answer != ’n’)
printfC'XaXnPlease enter a \" y \M of \ Mn \" : ");
} while(answer != y  && answer != ’n’);
if(answer == y) {
printf("\nEnter the ninnber of shifts:"); 
scanfC'%d", &nshift);
printf("\nEnter the number of work periods:");
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scanfC%d", &work_periods);
printf("\nEnter the number of work periods per hour:");
scanfT%d",&tempint);
perhour=(double)tempint;
} while(answer == ’y’);










shift = (int*)allocl( l,sizeof(int));
*last=work_periods+1;








if(answer != T && answer != ’p’)
printf("\a\nPlease enter an V f\" or \"p \ " : ");
} while( answer != T && answer != ’p’ );
printf("\nEnter a \"1 \" if shift %d works during the listed 
work period.\n" j-1); 
printfC'Enter a Y'OV if shift %d does not work thenAn" j-1);
for(i=2, sum=0.0; i<=work_periods+l; i++){ 
printf("Work period %d ? (0/1): '‘,i-l);
do {
scanf("%s",&z); 
if(z != ’O’ && z != 919)
printf("\a\nPlease enter a YOY or aYlY : ");















/* initial z-value is 0.0 */ 
a[lj[l]=0.0;
printfC'XnRequirements per work period:\n"); 
prin ts "\nEnter the number of workers required for each work 
period.\n"); 
for(i=2; i<=work_periods+l; i++){ 
printfC'Work period %d ?:", i-1); 
scanf("%d", &tempint); 
a[i] [1]=(double)tempint;
/* Routine to check input data before processing */ 




if(answer != y  && answer != ’n’)
printf("\a\nPlease enter a VyV or a ");
} while( answer != y  && answer != ’n’ );
if( answer == y  ){
for(j=l; j<=nshift+l; j++){ 





printf("Work period %d: %g\t",i,a[i+l][j]);
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if( i%2==0 ) 
printfCXn");
if(j>l && i==work_periods+l)
printfl"(%d) Cost/Hour: $ %10.2f\n",i,shift_rate[j]);
/* input data correction routine */ 
if(j==l)
printf("\nDo you wish to change any data for the 
requirements ? (y/n):");
else
printfC'XnDo you wish to change any data in 




if(answer != V  && answer != ’n’)
printf("\n\aPlease enter a \ ’y \ ’ or a \ ’n\*:");
} while( answer != *y’ && answer != ’n’ );
if( answer == y ){




if(row<l I I row>work_periods+1)
printf("\a\nPlease enter a row number 
between 1 and %d: ”,work_periods+l);
} while(row<l I I row>work_periods+l);
if(ro w==work_periods+1) {










if(z != ’O’ && z != ’I ’)
printf("\a\nPlease enter a \"0\" or a 
\" 1\" : ");





/***** q o TO *****/
goto one;
}
if( j > l ){







/* standard */ 
else {
printf("\nEnter the number of shifts to be considered:"); 
scanf("%d",&nshift);
do {
printf("\n\n\nThe number of shifts considered is %d\n", nshift); 




if(answer != V  && answer != ’n’)
printf("\a\nPlease enter a Y 'yV  or a \ un \" :");
} while( answer != y  && answer != ’n’);
if(answer == ’y’) {
printf("Enter the number of shifts you are considering: "); 
scanfC%d",&nshift);
}
} while(answer == y);










red = (int*)allocl(nshift+l, sizeoflint)); 
shift = (int*)allocl(l,sizeof(int));




























/* input of coefficients for constraint matrix and objective 
function */
for(j=2; j<=nshift+l; j++){ 
printf("\nShift %d\n" j-1);




iflanswer != T && answer != ’p’)
printf("\a\nPlease enter an VfY  or a YpY :");
} while( answer != T && answer != ’p’ );
printf("\nEnter a \"1 \" if Shift %d works during the listed work 
period.\n"j-l);
printf("Enter a \"0\" if Shift %d does not work thenAn" j-1);
for(i=2, sum=0.0; i<= *last; i++){ 
printf("%s ? (0/1): ",tt[i-l]);
do {
scanf("%s", &z);
ifCz 1= ’O’ && z != *1’)
printf("\a\nPlease enter a \"0\" or a \" 1 \" :");






if( answer == T ){ 
shift_rate[j]=full; 
a[l][j] = (sum/2.0) * full;
}
if( answer == ’p’ ){ 
shift_rate[j]=part; 
a[l][j] = (sum/2.0) * part;
}
)
/* initial z-value is 0.0 */ 
a[l][l]=0.0;
/* input of requirements */ 
printf("\nRequirements per work period:\n'f); 
printf("\nEnter the number of worker required for each work 
period.\n"); 
for(i=2; i<= *last; i++){ 
printf("%s ?: ",tt[i-l]); 
scanf("%d",&tempint); 
a[i] [ 1]=(double)tempint;
/* routine to check data input */




if(answer != y  && answer != ’n’)
printfT\a\nPlease enter a V y V  or a V n V : ");
} while( answer != y  && answer != ’n’ );
if( answer == y  ){
for(j=l; j<=nshift+l; j++){ 
two: if( j= = l)
printf(M\nRequirements:\n"); 
else
printfTXnShift %d:\n" j-1); 
printfC'XnEow Time D ata\t\tR ow  Time Data\n"); 






printfC'%d CostTiour: $ %8.2f\n",i,shift_rate[j]);
/* correction routine */ 
iflj==l)
printfl"\nDo you want to change any data for the 
requirements ? (y/n):");
else





if(answer != y  && answer != ’n’)
printft"\a\nPlease enter a V y V  or a \" n \" :");
} while( answer != y  && answer != ’n’ );
if( answer == y ){





printf("\a\nPlease enter a row number 
between 1 and 27:");
} while(row<l I I row>27);
if(row==27){











if(z != ,0’ && z != ’1’)
printf("\a\nPlease enter a \"0\" or a 
V 1 V : ");





/* * * * *  g o t o  * * * * * /
goto two;
}
if( j > l ){







prin tfC \n \n \n \O ne moment, please \n");
*shift=nshift+1; 
reduce(a,nshift,last);
/* copying a[i][j] into b[i][j] for shipment to simplexO */ 
for(i=l; i<= *last; i++){ 
for(j=l; j<=*shift; j++) 
b[i][j]=a[i][j];
}
/* put tableau into standard format */ 
for(i=l; i<= *last; i++){ 




/* establish the solution vector equal to zero */ 
for(i=l; i<=nshift; i++) 
soln[i]=0.0;
/* determine solution type */ 
if( *icase == 1)
printf("\nThe objective function is unbounded\n"); 
if( *icase == -1){
printf("\nNo feasible solution. There is at least one work-period 
W ) ;
printfC'where no workers can be scheduled, but there is a
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requirement\n"); 
print ft "for workers.\n");
}
if( *icase == 0 ){
/* arrange solution vector in sequential order */ 
for( i=l; i<= *shift-l; i++){
for( j= l; j<= *shift-l; j++ ){ 
ift iposvlj] == i ){




if( j > nshift ) 
soln[i]=0.0;
}
/* determine if elements of solution vector are integer */ 
for( i=l; i<=nshift; i++ ){












/* transferring data to **c */ 
for( i=l; i<= *last; i++ ){ 
for( j= l; j<= *shift; j++ ) 
c[i][j] = a m i;
)
max_error = bartholdi(c,last,* shift-1);
/* put c tableau into standard format */ 
for(i=l; i<= *last; i++ ){
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for( j=2; j<= *shift; j++ )




/* print final results */
p  s(c s|c 9|c )|c )|c s|c s|c s)c s(c )|c s)c s)c 5)c s)c sf; s|c 9|c 9)c 9|c 9|C ^  ^  a
printf(" Shift Schedule Solution \n"); 
pnntfC1********************************************* \n^)* 
printf("\n\n\nTotal cost = $%12.2f\n\n", -c[l][l]); 
for(i=l; i<=nshift; i++)
printf("Shift %d = %d workers\n",i,round_solution[i]);
/* print maximum possible error message */ 
printf("\tNote: this solution was rounded to provide integer 
results.\n");
printfC'The maximum difference between this solution and the 
true optimal\n"); 
printfC'solution is no more than %d workers.\n",max_error);
} else {
/* print solution vector */
^  ^  ̂  ^  ^  ^  ̂  ^  ̂  ^  4* ̂  ^  ̂  ^  ̂  *1® ^
printK" Optimal Solution \n H);
p 5 | f i 5 j C 3 | C 3 | 6 5 j C 3 | C 5 | C 5 § C 3 ^ C S j f i S j C 8 | C ) | C ) ( c 9)69 | C 9 | C 9 | C d f i  SjofC df: ^
printf("\n\n\nTotal cost = $%12.2f\n\n", -b[l][l]); 
for(i=l; i<= nshift; i++)





This algorithm for determining a good solution to an integer 
programming problem was published in "Operations Research" by John J. 
Bartholdi III in the May-June 1981 issue. The algorithm provides a near 
optimal solution and provides how far "at most" one could be from the true 
optimal solution to the integer program.
A^tjior: ̂ Jame s L. 1990^
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int bartholdi( double **a, int *last, in t nshift)
{
int t,*qt,*kt,q,k,i j,max_error; 
double sum;
qt=(int*)allocl( *last+l, sizeofUnt)); 
kt=(int*)allocl( *last+l, sizeofUnt));
/* determine q; the maximum number of groups of consecutive ones 
in any one row, when considered circularly */ 
for( i=2; i<= *last; i++){
for( j=3, t=0; j<=nshift+l; j++ ){
if( a[i][j] == 0.0 && a[i][j-l] == 1.0 ) 
t++;
if( j == nshift+1 && a[i][j] == 1.0 && a[i][2] == 0.0 ) 
t++;
}
 ̂ qt[i] = t;
/* determine qt[i], total number of " l’s" in each column of **a */ 
for( i=2, q=0; i<= *last; i++ ){ 
if( qt[i] > q)
 ̂ q = qt[i];
/* determine k; the least number of ones in any column of **a */ 
for( j=2; j<=nshift+l; j++ ){
for( i=2, sum=0.0; i <= *last; i++ ) 
sum += a[i][j]; 
kt[j] = (int)sum;
}
for( j=2, k= *last; j<=nshift+l; j++ ){ 
if( kt[j] < k ) 
k = kt[j];
}
/* set up RHS for secondary run at simplex */ 
for( i=2; i<= *last; i++ ) 
a[i][l] += (double)(q-l);
/* determine maximum difference possible between z[ip]* and z[h] */ 





This rounding algorythm goes with the bartholdiO function. It was 
found in the same article.
int* round(double **a, int *iposv, in t nshift)
{




/* arrange solution vector in sequential order */ 
for( i=l; i<=nshift; i++ ){ 
for( j= l; j<=nshift; j++ ){ 
if( iposvlj] == i ){ 




if( j > nshift ) 
dsol[i] = 0.0;
}
for( i= l, sum=0.0; i <= nshift; i++ ){
i« i= = l){
if( dsol[l]=0.0) 
isol[l]=0;











Allocate and free multi-dimensional arrays 
Author:  ̂ Dave Hale,^Colorado School of Mines, 12/31/89
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/* allocate a 1-d array */ 






/* free a 1-d array */ 
void freel (void *p)
free(p);
/* allocate a 2-d array */










for (i2=0; i2<n2; i2++)
p[i2] = (char*)p[0]+size*nl*i2; 
return p;
}
/* free a 2-d array */ 




This program takes raw shift scheduling data, reduces it to its minimal 
form and then solves the resulting linear program. If we are lucky the result 
of the LP will be integral. However, if one or more of the solution variables 
are not integral, then this program will strategically round the non-integral 
variables to obtain a near optimal integer program solution.
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A^t^or:^ James L. Watson^ J r^ C olorad° School of Mines^ 1JL̂ Jam 1991^^
void swap(double **d, int x, int y, int lshift); 
void tswap(double **d, int x, in t y, int endrow);
void reduce(double **a, int *shift, int *lastrow, int *red)
{
in t ij,k,start_last,last= *lastrow, start_shift,tshift= *shift; 
in t change = 1;
start_last = last; 
start_shift = tshift;
/* flag the zero row of the a matrix to remember original shift 
order */ 
for(j=2; j<=tshift; j++) 
a[0][j] = (doubleXj-l);
do{
/* test 1: eliminate identical/redundant constraints */ 
for(i=2; i<last; ++i){
for(k=i+l; k<=last; ++k){ 
if(a[i][l]==a[k][l]){
for(j=2; j<=tshift; ++j){











/* test 2: eliminate constraints with same coefficients and 
dominated RHS */ 
for(i=2; i<last; ++i){




















/* test 3: eliminate [k] constraints with same RHS, 
where coeff[i] <= coeff[k] */ 
for(i=2; i<=last; ++i){ 




/* do you dominate me, equal? */ 
for(j=2; j<=tshift; ++j){












/* test 4: eliminate constraints with smaller RHS 
and coeff[i] <= coefif[k] */ 
for(i=2; i<=last; ++i){ 





















/* T-rule 1 */ 
for(j=2; j<tshift; ++j){
for(k=j+l; k<=tshift; ++k){ 
if(a[l][j]==a[l][k]){ 
for(i=2; i<=last; ++i){











/* T-rule 2 */ 
for(j=2; j<tshift; ++j){
for(k=j+l; k<=tshift; ++k){ 

















/* T-rule 3 */ 
for(j=2; j<=tshift; ++j){ 




/* do you dominate me, equal? */ 
for(i=2; i<=last; ++i){












/* T-rule 4 */ 
for(j=2; j<=tshift; ++j){ 
for(k=2; k<=tshift; ++k){ 
ifj==k) k++; 
if(k>tshift) break; 
if(a[l][j] > a[l][k]){ 
for(i=2; i<=last; ++i){
















} while (change != 0);
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/* record location of shifts after the reduction */ 





void swap(double **d,int x,int y,int lshift) 
int j;
double temp; 
for(j=l; j<=lshift; ++j){ 
temp = d[x]£j]; 
d[x][j] = d[y][j]; 
d[y]Q] = temp;
}
void tswap(double **d,int x,int y,int endrow) 
int i;
double temp; 






This program was adapted from the book Numerical Recipes in C, 
written by Press, Flannery, Teukolsky, and Vetterling, 1989, page 339. It 
uses the simplex algorithm to determine the optimal answer to Linear 
Programming formed problems. It will be used to obtain optimal answers to 
Integer Linear Programming problems.
Modified by: James L. Watson, Jr., Colorado School of Mines, 5 June 1990
void simpl(double **a,int mm,int ll[],int nil,int iabf,int *kp,double *bmax)
/* determines the maximum of those elements whose index is contained 
in the supplied list 11, either with or without taking the absolute 






for (k=2; k<=nll; k++) { 
if (iabf == 0)
test = a[mm+l]|ll[k]+l]-(*bmax); 
else
test = fabs(a[mm+l][ll[k]+l])-fabs(*bmax); 






void simp2(double **a,int n,int 12[],int nl2,int *ip,int kp,double *ql)





for (i=l; i<=nl2; i++) {
if (a[12[i]+l][kp+l] < -EPS) {
*ql = -a[12[i]+1] [ l]/a[12[i]+1] [kp+1];
*ip = 12[i];
for (i=i+l; i<=nl2; i++) { 
ii = 12[i];
if (a[ii+l][kp+l] < -EPS) { 
q = -a[ii+l][l]/a[ii+l][kp+l]; 
if (q < *ql) {
*ip = ii;
*ql = q;
} else if (q == *ql) {
/* we have degeneracy */ 
for (k=l; k<=n; k++) { 
qp = -a[*ip+l][k+l]/ 
a[*ip+l][kp+l]; 





if (qO != qp) 
break;
}





/* no possible pivots. Return with message */
void simp3(double **a,int il,in t k l,in t ip,int kp)
/* matrix operations to exchange a left-hand and right-hand variable */
in t kk,ii; 
double piv;
piv = 1.0/a[ip+l][kp+l];
for (ii=l; ii<=il+l; ii++) 
if(ii-l != ip) {
a[ii][kp+l] *= piv; 
for (kk=l; kk<=kl+l; kk++) 
if (kk-1 != kp)
a[ii][kk] -= a[ip+l][kk]*a[ii][kp+l];
}
for (kk=l; kk<=kl+l; kk++) 




void simplex(double **a,int m,int n,int m l,int m2,int m3, 
int *icase,int izrov[],int iposv[])
input parameters:
a two-dimensional array of double floats
m m-dimension, the number of rows of the a matrix
n n-dimension, the number of columns of the a matrix
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m l the number of <= constraints in the a matrix
m2 the number of >= constraints in the a matrix
m3 the number of = constraints in the a matrix
output parameters:
a two-dimensional array of double floats in final tableau form
icase flag to indicate solution type:
0 = finite solution found
1 = infinite solution, unbounded objective function 
-1 = no solution, infeasible constraint set
izrov[] index of zero variable vector





if (m != (ml+m2+m3)){
printfC'bad constraint countW ); 
exit(-l);
}




/* initially make all variables right-hand */ 
nll=n;
/* initialize index lists */ 
for (k=l; k<=n; k++) 
ll[k] = izrov[k] = k;
/* make all artificial variables left-hand and initialize */ 
nl2=m;
for (i=l; i<=m; i++){
/* constants b[i] must be non-negative */ 
if (a[i+l][l] < 0.0) {






for (i=l; i<=m2; i++)
13[i]=l;
/* this flag setting means we are in phase two, i.e. have a feasible 
starting solution, go to phase two if origin is a feasible solution */ 
ir=0;
if (m2+m3){
/* flag meaning that we must start out in phase one */ 
ir=l;
/* compute the auziliary objective function */ 
for (k=l; k<=(n+l); k++){ 
ql=0.0;
for (i=ml+l; i<=m; i++) 




/* find max. coeff. of auxilliary objective function */
simpl(a,m+l,ll,nll,0,&kp,&bmax);
if (bmax <= EPS && a[m+2][l] < -EPS) {
/* auxilliary objective function is still negative and 
can’t  be impoved, hence no feasible solution exists. */
*icase = -1;
FREEALL return;
} else if (bmax <= EPS && a[m+2][l] <= EPS) { 
ml2=ml+m2+l; 
if (ml2 <= m) {
for (ip=ml2; ip<=m; ip++) { 
if (iposv[ip] == (ip+n)) {
simpl(a,ip,ll,nll,l,&kp,&bmax); 
if (bmax > 0.0)










if (ml+1 <= ml2)
for (i=ml+l; i<=ml2; i++) 
if (13[i-ml] ==1)
for (k=l; k<=n+l; k++) 
a[i+l][k] = -a[i+l][k];










if (iposv[ip] >= (n + m l + m2 + 1)) { 
for (k=l; k<=nll; k++) 
if (ll[k] == kp) break;
—nil;
for (is=k; is<=nll; is++) 
ll[is]=ll[is+l]; 
a[m+2][kp+l] += 1.0;
for (i=l; i<=m+2; i++) 
a[i][kp+l] = -a[i][kp+l];
} else {
if (iposv[ip] >= (n + m l +1)) { 
kh = iposv[ip] -ml -n;
if (13[kh]) {
13[kh] = 0;
a[m+2][kp+l] += 1.0; 
for (i=l; i<=m+2; i++) 
a[i][kp+l] = -a[i][kp+l];
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is = izrov[kp]; 
izrov[kp] = iposv[ip]; 
iposv[ip] =is;
/* if still in phase one, then go back */
} while (ir);
}
/* end of phase one code for finding an initial feasible sollution.
Now, in phase two, optimize it. */
for(;;){
/* test z-row for doneness */
simpl(a, 0,11, n il, 0,&kp,&bmax); 
if (bmax <= 0.0) {




/* locate pivot element (phase two) */ 
simp2(a,n,12,nl2,&ip,kp,&ql); 
if (ip==0) {
/* objective function is unbounded. Report and return */ 
*icase = 1;
FREEALL return;






APPENDIX B: Spanish V ersion o f the Main Function o f the 
Aurrera Shift Scheduling Program
Aurrera.c
This is the Spanish version of the Aurrera program. It asks the user for 
the number of shifts and work periods to be considered. Additionally, this 
version takes account for the differences in cost between part-time and 
full-time cashiers at Aurrera. When implemented properly, this program will 
take raw shift data, process it and, if the constraint matrix is totally 
unimodular, it will return an integer solution. If not, then it will call the 
batholdiO function which implements a strategic rounding scheme of the 
RHS. With the new RHS the LP is rerun and the solution vector is rounded 
in accordance with the batholdi algorythm to an integer solution. Also, the 
maximum difference between the optimal answer and the heuristic is 
provided.








void *allocl(size_t n l, size_t size); 
void freel(void *p);
void **alloc2 (size_t n l, size_t n2, size_t size); 
void free2(void **p);
void reduce(double **a, int *shift, int *lastrow, *red); 
void simplex (double **a, int m, in t n, int m l, in t m2, int m3, int *icase, 
int izrov[], int iposvD); 
int bartholdi(double **a, int *last, int n sh ift); 











printf("\tHola, bienvenido a el programa de cambio de horario. Para 
usar\n");
printf("este programa usted necesitara por lo menos dos horarios de 
trabajoW );
printf("que comparar, que horas cada horario trabaja y los 
requerimientos\n"); 
printf("para dada periodo de trabajoAn");
/* determine if "standard" shift hours will be used */ 
printf("\n\nVa usted a usar el cambio de horario Aurrera Y'standardY', 
0900-2200\n"); 




if(answer != ’s’ && answer != ’n*)
printf("\a\nPor favor escriba una \"s\" o una \" n \" :");
} while( answer != ’s’ && answer != ’n’ );
if( answer == ’n’ ) 
nonstandard=l;
printf("\n\nVa usted a usar el Y'standardY' sueldo de tiempo completo 
($2213) \n");




if(answer != V && answer != ’n’)
printf("\a\nPor favor escriba una \"s\" o una \" n \" :");






printf("\nEscriba el nuevo sueldo por hora Y'tiempo completoY':");
scanf("%f',&temp);
full=(double)temp;




printf("\n\n\nTiempo completo = $%8.2f\n",full); 
printf( "Tiempo partial = $%8.2f\n",part); 




if(answer != ’s’ && answer != ’n’)
printf("\a\nPor favor escriba una \"s \"  o una \" n \" :");
} while(answer != ’s’ && answer != *n*);
if(answer == ’s’) {








} while (answer == ’s’);
if(nonstandard){
printf("\nCuantos horarios esta usted considerando?:"); 
scanf("%d", &nshift);
printf("\nCuantos periodos de trabajo esta usted considerando?:"); 
scanf("%d", &work_periods);




prin tf("\n \n \nE l numero de cambio de horarios considerado es 
%d\n",nshift); 
printfCEl numero de periodos de trabajo considerado es 
%d\n",work_periods); 
printf("El numero de periodos de trabajo por hora es 
%g\n",perhour); 





iKanswer != ’s’ && answer != ’n’)
printfC '\a\nPor favor escriba una \"s\"  o 
una \" n \" :");
} while(answer != ’s’ && answer != ’n’);
if(answer == "s’) {
printfTXnEscriba el numero de horarios:"); 
scanf("%d", &nshift);
printf("\nEscriba el numero de periodo de trabajo:"); 
scanf("%d", &work_periods);














shift = (int*)allocl( l,sizeof(int));
*last=work_periods+1;




printf("Es el cambio de horario %d un cambio de horario 




if(answer != V && answer != ’p’)
printf(u\a \n P o r favor escriba una Y'cV o una
V pV :  H);
) while( answer != V && answer != ’p’ );
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printf("\nEscriba un \"1 \" si el horario %d trabaja durante 
el periodo de trabajo listado.\n"j-l); 
printf("Escriba un \"0\" si el horario %d no trabaja 
entonces.\n"j-l); 
for(i=2, sum=0.0; i<=work_periods+l; i++){ 
printf("Periodo de trabajo %d ? (0/1): ",i-l);
do {
scanf("%s",&z); 
if(z != ’O’ && z != T )
printf("\a\nPor favor escriba un \"0\" o 
un \"1\": ");















printf("\n\n\nRequerimientos por periodo de trabajo\n"); 
printfTXnEscriba el numero de trabajadores requeridos para cada 
periodo de trabajo.\n\n"); 
for(i=2; i<=work_periods+l; i++){
printf("Periodo de trabajo %d ?:", i-1); 
scanf("%d", &tempint); 
a[i][l]=(double)tempint;
/* Routine to check input data before processing */ 




if(answer != ’s’ && answer != ’n’)
printf("\a\nPor favor escriba una \"s\"  o una \" n \" :"); 
} while( answer != 's’ && answer != ’n’ );
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if( answer == ’s’ ){




printf("\nHorario %d:\n" j-1); 
for(i=l; i<=work_periods; i++){





printf("(%d) Costo/Hora: $ %10.2f\n",i,shift_ratelj]);
/* input data correction routine */ 
iflj==l)
printf("\nDesea usted cambiar alguna informacion para 
los requerimientos? (s/n):");
else
printf("\nDesea usted cambiar alguna informacion en 




if(answer != ’s’ && answer != ’n’)
printf("\n\aPor favor escriba una \"s\"  o 
una \" n \" :");
} while( answer != ’s’ && answer != ’n’ );
if( answer == ’s’ ){
printf("\nEscriba el numero de periodo de trabajo de 
la seleccion para ser corregida:");
do {
scanf("%d", &row);
if(row<l I I row>work_j>eriods+l)
printf("\a\nPor favor escriba un numero de 
fila entre 1 y %d: ",work_periods+l);
} while(row<l I I row>work_periods+l);
if(ro w==work_periods+1) {













ifiz != *0’ && z != T )
printf("\a\nPor favor escriba un \"0\" 
o un Y 'lV :"); E






if( j > l ){







/* standard */ 
else {




prin tf("\n \n \nE l numero de cambio de horarios considerado es 
%d\n", nshift); 




if(answer != ’s’ && answer != ’n’)
printf("\a\nPor favor escriba una \" s \ f' o una 
\" n \" :");
} while( answer != ’s’ && answer != ’n’);
if(answer == V) {












izrov=(int*)alloc l(nshift+ 1,sizeofUnt)); 
last=(int*)allocl(l,sizeofUnt)); 
shift = (int*)allocl(l,sizeofUnt));
strcpy(tt[l],”0900-0930 "); strcpy(tt[15],” 1600-1630 ")
strcpy(tt[2],"0930-1000 ”); strcpy(tt[16],” 1630-1700 ")
strcpy(tt[3],”1000-1030 ”); strcpy(tt[17],” 1700-1730 ”)
strcpy(tt[4],”1030-1100 "); strcpy(tt[18],”1730-1800 ”)
strcpy(tt[5],”1100-1130 ”); strcpy(tt[19],” 1800-1830 ”)
strcpy(tt[6]," 1130-1200 ”); strcpy(tt[20],” 1830-1900 ")
strcpy(tt[7],”1200-1230 ”); strcpy(tt[21],” 1900-1930 ”)
strcpy(tt[8],” 1230-1300 "); strcpy(tt[22],” 1930-2000 ”)










/* input of coefficients for constraint matrix and objective 
function */
for(j=2; j<=nshift+l; j++){
printf("\nHorario % d\n” j-1);
printf("\nEs el cambio de Horario %d un cambio de horario 




if(answer != ’c’ && answer != ’p’)
printf("\a\nPor favor escriba una \ ”c \” o una 
\" p \" : ,f);
} while( answer != ’c’ && answer != ’p’ );
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printK'AnEscriba un \"1 \" si el Horario %d trabaja durante el 
periodo de trabajo listadoAn" j-1); 
printf("Escriba un V'OV si el Horario %d no trabaja 
entoncesAn"j-l); 
for(i=2, sum=0.0; i<= *last; i++){ 
printf("%s ? (0/1): ",tt[i-l]);
do {
scanf("%s", &z); 
if(z != ’O’ && z != T )
printfC’\a \n P o r favor escriba un VO V o un 
Y 'lV :");





if( answer == ’c’ ){ 
shift_rate[j]=full; 
a[l][j] = (svun/2.0) * full;
}
if( answer == ’p*){ 
shift_rate[j]=part; 
a[l][j] = (sum/2.0) * part;
}
)
/* initial z value is 0.0 */ 
a[l][l]=0.0;
/* input of requirements */
printf("\nRequerimientos por periodo de trabajoAn"); 
printfl'AnEscriba el numero de trabajadores requeridos para cada 
periodo de trabajoAn"); 
for(i=2; i<= *last; i++){ 
printf("%s ?: M,tt[i-1]); 
scanf("%d",&tempint); 
a[i][l]=(double)tempint;
/* routine to check data input */





if(answer != ’s’ && answer != *n’)
printf(fl\a \n P o r favor escriba una \"s\"  o una \"n\": ");
} while( answer != V && answer != ’n’ );
if( answer == V ){
for(j=l; j<=nshifl+l; j++){ 
two: ifl j= = l)
printf(" XnRequerimientos: \n"); 
else
printf("\nHorario %d:\n" j-1);
printf("\nfila Tiempo D atos\t\tF ila Tiempo DatosXn"); 
for(i=l; i< *last; i++){





printf("%d Costo/Hora: $ %8.2An'',i,shift_ratelj]);
/* correction routine */ 
iflj==l)
printf("\n\n\nD esea usted cambiar algima informacion 
para los requerimientos? (s/n):");
else
printf("\n\n\nD esea usted cambiar alguna informacion 




if(answer != ’s' && answer != ’n’)
printf("\a\nPor favor escriba una Y'sV o una 
\" n \" :");
} while( answer != ’s’ && answer != ’n*);
if( answer == ’s’ ){





printf("\a\nPor favor escriba un numero de 
fila entre 1 y 27:");






printf("\n\nEscriba el numero de fila de la 
seleccion para ser corregida:"); 









if(z != ’O’ && z != ’I*)
printf("\a\nPor favor escriba iin \"0\" 
o un V 1 V : ");






i f i j> l ){




p r in tfC \n \n \n \n \n \n \n \n \n \n U n  momento, por favor \n \n \n \n \n " ) ;
*shift=nshift+l; 
reduce(a,nshift,last);
/* copying a[i][j] into b[i][j] for shipment to simplexO */ 
for(i=l; i<= *last; i++){ 
for(j=l; j<= *shift; j++)
} b[i][j]=a[i][j];
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/* put tableau into standard format for call to simplexO */ 
for(i=l; i<= *last; i++){ 
for(j=2; j<= *shift; j++) 
b[i][j]= -b[i][j];
simplex(b,*last-l,*shift-l,0,*last-l,0,icase,izrov,iposv);
/* establish the solution vector equal to zero */ 
for(i=l; i<=nshift; i++) 
soln[i]=0.0;
/* determine solution type */ 
if( *icase == 1)
p rin tfT \n \n \n \n L a  funcion objetiva no esta limiteAn"); 
if( *icase == -1){
p r in tfT \n \n \n \n \n \tL a  solucion no es productiva. Hay por lo menos 
un periodo \n");
printf("de trabajo donde no hay trabajadores para ser programados, 
pero hay\n"); 
printfC'un requerimiento para trabajadores.\n");
if( *icase == 0 ){
/* arrange solution vector in sequential order */ 
for( i=l; i<= *shift-l; i++){ 
for( j= l; j<= *shift-l; j++ ){ 





if( j > n sh ift) 
soln[i]=0.0;
}
/* determine if elements of solution vector are integer */ 
for( i=l; i<=nshift; i++ ){













/* transferring data to **c */ 
for( i=l; i<= *last; i++ ){ 




/* put c tableau into standard format for call to simplexO */ 
for(i=l; i<= *last; i++ ){ 





/* print final results */
^  ^  ^  ^  *1® ^  ^  ^  ^  ^  ^|C  j |»  j j c  SjC sjfi ){C 9 |C 9$C 9jc 3 jc  S jc ) |C  i f !  Dj€ i f *  S>)c s(C SfC 5jC s jc  d |C 9 |o |C  ^
printfC Solucion \n");
^  ^  ^  ^  ^  s | c  j j c  i j c  j j c  j jf i  ! | c  s jc  5 |c  5|C 5|C 5$C 5|C 3|C  5jC 5 jC 3jC 5 |C  ) |C  Djfi SjS 2jC d)c 9|C 3 ) t  3 |c  3)c Sjfi 3jC 5>fC SjC j j c  3 jc  3fc  3§C 3§C ^
printf("\n\n\nCosto total = $%12.2f\n\n", -c[l][l]); 
for(i=l; i<=nshift; i++)
printfC'Horario %d = %d trabajadores\n", i, 
round_solution[i]);
/* print maximum possible error message */ 
printfC'\n \n \n \n \tN o ta : Esta solucion fue acercada para proveer 
resultados en\n"); 
printfC'numeros digitos. La diferencia maxima entre esta 
solucion y la verdadera\n”); 
printfC’solucion optima no es mas que %d trabajadores.\n", 
max_error);
} else {
/* print solution vector */
printfCNnXn**********************************^")' 
printf(" Solucion Optima \ri');
printf("\n\n\nCosto total = $%12.2f\n\n", -b[l][l]); 
for(i=l; i<= nshift; i++)






APPENDIX C: Exam ple Problem s
AURRERA
FORMA PARA PROGRAMACION DE CAJERAS
TIENDA: GRAN BAZAR LOMAS FECHA: 04 ABRIL 1990
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16
0900-0930 1 1 1 1 a 8
0930-1000 1 1 1 1 1 1 a 15
1000-1030 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 a 15
1030-1100 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 a 28
1100-1130 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 a 31
1130-1200 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 a 45
1200-1230 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 a 42
1230-1300 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 a 60
1300-1330 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 a 39
1330-1400 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 a 68
1400-1430 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 a 62
1430-1500 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 a 66
1500-1530 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 a 58
1530-1600 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 a 68
1600-1630 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 a 62
1630-1700 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 a 62
1700-1730 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 a 48
1730-1800 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 a 48
1800-1830 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 a 41
1830-1900 1 1 1 1 1 1 a 41
1900-1930 1 1 1 1 1 1 a 38
1930-2000 1 1 1 1 1 1 a 38
2000-2030 1 1 1 1 1 1 a 38
2030-2100 1 1 1 1 1 a 38
2100-2130 1 1 1 1 1 a 28
2130-2200 1 1 1 1 1 a 20
Part/Full-time P P F F P P F F P F F F P F F P
Costo/Hora Para Horario: P = 51907 F = $2213
Full W orksheet: 04 Abril 1990
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FINAL WORKSHEET
FECHA: 04 ABRIL 1990
1 2 3 4 5 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 |
0900-0930 1 1 1 1 £ 8
0930-1000 1 1 1 1 1 £ 15
1030-1100 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 £ 28
1100-1130 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 31
1130-1200 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 £ 45
1230-1300 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 S 60
1330-1400 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2: 68
1530-1600 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 68
1630-1700 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 62
1700-1730 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 £ 48
1830-1900 1 1 1 1 1 1 41
2030-2100 1 1 1 1 1 2 38
SOLUTION
HORARIOS 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 161
Cajeras/Horario 8 7 13 6 11 7 8 15 5 *\
Total Cajeras: 83 Total Cost: $1,324,501.50
Final W orksheet and Solution: 04 Abril 1990
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AURRERA
FORMA PARA PROGRAMACION DE CAJERAS
TIENDA: GRAN BAZAR LOMAS FECHA: 06 ABRIL 1990
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16
0900-0930 1 1 1 2 11
0930-1000 1 1 1 1 1 2 16
1000-1030 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 33
1030-1100 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 45
1100-1130 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 43
1130-1200 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 47
1200-1230 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 62
1230-1300 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 66
1300-1330 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2; 62
1330-1400 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 £ 62
1400-1430 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 60
1430-1500 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2; 60
1500-1530 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 62
1530-1600 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 62
1600-1630 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2: 60
1630-1700 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 72
1700-1730 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2: 60
1730-1800 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 60
1800-1830 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2: 50
1830-1900 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 50
1900-1930 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 50
1930-2000 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 50
2000-2030 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 52
2030-2100 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 52
Part/Full-time P F F P P F F P F F P P F P P P
Costo/Hora Para Horario: P = $1907 F = $2213
Full W orksheet: 06 Abril 1990
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FINAL WORKSHEET
FECHA: 06 ABRIL 1990
1 2 3 4 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16
0900-0930 1 1 1 £ 11
0930-1000 1 1 1 1 £ 16
1000-1030 1 1 1 1 1 1 £ 33
1130-1200 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 a 47
1200-1230 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 a 62
1230-1300 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 a 66
1330-1400 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 a 62
1530-1600 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 62
1630-1700 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 a 72
1730-1800 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 60
2030-2100 1 1 1 1 1 1 a 52
SOLUTION
HORARIOS 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 161
Cajeras/Horario 13 12 8 14 15 12 23 I
Total Cajeras: 97 Total Cost: $1,405,497.00
Final W orksheet and Solution: 06 Abril 1990
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AURRERA
FORMA PARA PROG RAM ACION DE CAJERAS
TIENDA: GRAN BAZAR LOMAS FECHA: 14 ABRIL 1990
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16
0900-0930 1 1 1 1 £ 12
0930-1000 1 1 1 1 1 £ 17
1000-1030 1 1 1 1 1 * 24
1030-1100 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 30
1100-1130 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 36
1130-1200 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 S 39
1200-1230 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 £ 39
1230-1300 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 £ 39
1300-1330 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 £ 42
1330-1400 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 £ 52
1400-1430 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 54
1430-1500 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2: 54
1500-1530 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 £ 59
1530-1600 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 £ 59
1600-1630 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 66
1630-1700 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 £ 66
1700-1730 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 46
1730-1800 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 £ 46
1800-1830 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 £ 38
1830-1900 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 £ 38
1900-1930 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 £ 38
1930-2000 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 38
2000-2030 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 £ 38
2030-2100 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 38
2100-2130 1 1 1 1 1 1 S 30
2130-2200 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 30
Part/Full-time P P P F F P F P P F F F F P F P
Costo/Hora Para Horario: P = 51907 F = $2213
Full W orksheet: 14 Abril 1990
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FINAL WORKSHEET
FECHA: 14 ABRIL 1990
1 2 4 5 6 7 8 10 11 12 13 14 16 |
1000-1030 1 1 1 1 a 24
1030-1100 1 1 1 1 1 £ 30
1130-1200 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 £ 39
1330-1400 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 52
1400-1430 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 54
1530-1600 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 £ 59
1630-1700 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 £ 66
1730-1800 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 £ 46
1800-1830 1 1 1 1 1 1 £ 38
2100-2130 1 1 1 1 1 £ 30
SOLUTION
HORARIOS 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 161
Cajeras/Horario 2 3 0 0 19 6 8 1 0 0 15 2 0 8 0 1 3 |
Total Cajeras: 77 Total Cost: $1,145,615.00
Final W orksheet and Solution: 14 Abril 1990
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AURRERA
FORMA PARA PROGRAMACION DE CAJERAS
TIENDA: GRAN BAZAR LOMAS FECHA: 15 ABRIL 1990
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14
0900-0930 1 1 1 2 8
0930-1000 1 1 1 1 2 15
1000-1030 1 1 1 1 1 £ 22
1030-1100 1 1 1 1 1 1 £ 27
1100-1130 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 £ 33
1130-1200 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 £ 38
1200-1230 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 £ 45
1230-1300 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 £ 54
1300-1330 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 £ 54
1330-1400 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 £ 54
1400-1430 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 £ 48
1430-1500 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 £ 49
1500-1530 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 £ 59
1530-1600 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 £ 59
1600-1630 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 £ 56
1630-1700 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 £ 56
1700-1730 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 £ 48
1730-1800 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 £ 48
1800-1830 1 1 1 1 1 1 £ 40
1830-1900 1 1 1 1 1 1 £ 40
1900-1930 1 1 1 1 1 1 £ 40
1930-2000 1 1 1 1 1 1 £ 40
2000-2030 1 1 1 1 1 1 £ 40
2030-2100 1 1 1 1 1 1 £ 40
Part/Full-time P P F F P F P P F F F P P P
Costo/Hora Para Horario: P = $1907 F = $2213
Full W orksheet: 15 Abril 1990
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FINAL WORKSHEET
FECHA: 15 ABRIL 1990
1 3 4 5 6 7 9 10 13 14
0930-1000 1 1 1 £ 15
1000-1030 1 1 1 1 £ 22
1030-1100 1 1 1 1 1 £ 27
1130-1200 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 a 38
1230-1300 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 54
1530-1600 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 59
1630-1700 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 £ 56
1730-1800 1 1 1 1 1 £ 48
1800-1830 1 1 1 1 £ 40
SOLUTION
HORARIOS 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 141
Cajeras/Horario 15 7 8 8 16 20 \
Total Cajeras: 78 Total Cost: $1,051,474.00
Final W orksheet and Solution: 15 Abril 1990
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AURRERA
FORMA PARA PROGRAMACION DE CAJERAS
TIENDA: GRAN BAZAR LOMAS | FECHA: 12 MAYO 1990
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
0900-0930 1 1 1 1 a 16
0930-1000 1 1 1 1 1 a 20
1000-1030 1 1 1 1 1 1 £ 30
1030-1100 1 1 1 1 1 1 s 30
1100-1130 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 a 54
1130-1200 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 a 54
1200-1230 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 54
1230-1300 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 £ 54
1300-1330 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 66
1330-1400 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 66
1400-1430 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 a 66
1430-1500 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 ;> 66
1500-1530 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 72
1530-1600 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 £ 72
1600-1630 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 £ 71
1630-1700 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 * 71
1700-1730 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 £ 70
1730-1800 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 a 69
1800-1830 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 69
1830-1900 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 £ 69
1900-1930 1 1 1 1 1 1 55
1930-2000 1 1 1 1 1 1 £ 55
2000-2030 1 1 1 1 1 £ 48
2030-2100 1 1 1 1 1 £ 48
2100-2130 1 1 1 1 a 48
2130-2200 1 1 1 £ 48
Part/Full-time P P F F F F F F F F P P
Costo/Hora Para Horario: P = $1907 F = $2213
Full W orksheet: 12 Mayo 1990
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FINAL WORKSHEET
FECHA: 12 MAYO 1990
1 2 3 4 6 7 8 9 10 11
0930-1000 1 1 1 1 a 20
1000-1030 1 1 1 1 1 2 30
1100-1130 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 54
1330-1400 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 66
1500-1530 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 72
1600-1630 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 £ 71
1830-1900 1 1 1 1 1 1 £ 69
1900-1930 1 1 1 1 1 55
2100-2130 1 1 1 2 48
SOLUTION
HORARIOS 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12|Cajeras/Horario 17 1 2 14 7 13 12 23 I
Total Cajeras: 89 Total Cost: $1,579,852.00
Final W orksheet and Solution: 12 Mayo 1990
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AURRERA
FORMA PARA PROGRAMACION DE CAJERAS
TIENDA: GRAN BAZAR LOMAS FECHA: 13 MAYO 1990
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 I
0900-0930 1 1 1 2 9
0930-1000 1 1 1 1 £ 17
1000-1030 1 1 1 1 1 32
1030-1100 1 1 1 1 1 £ 32
1100-1130 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 £ 51
1130-1200 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 £ 51 I
1200-1230 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 £ 68
1230-1300 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 £ 68
1300-1330 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 £ 68
1330-1400 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 68
1400-1430 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 £ 68
1430-1500 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 68
1500-1530 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 80
1530-1600 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 £ 72
1600-1630 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 £ 72
1630-1700 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 £ 72
1700-1730 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 £ 72
1730-1800 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 a 65
1800-1830 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 66
1830-1900 1 1 1 1 1 1 66
1900-1930 1 1 1 1 1 50
1930-2000 1 1 1 1 1 a 50
2000-2030 1 1 1 1 £ 42
2030-2100 1 1 1 1 * 42
Part/Full-time P F F P F F F F P P
Costo/Hora Para Horario: P = $1907 F = $2213
Full W orksheet: 13 Mayo 1990
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FINAL WORKSHEET
FECHA: 13 MAYO 1990
1 2 4 5 6 7 8 10
0900-0930 1 1 a 9
0930-1000 1 1 1 £ 17
1000-1030 1 1 1 1 32
1100-1130 1 1 1 1 1 1 51
1200-1230 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 a 68
1500-1530 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 80
1530-1600 1 1 1 1 1 1 £ 72
1800-1830 1 1 1 1 1 £ 66
1900-1930 1 1 1 1 a 50
2000-2030 1 1 1 2 42
SOLUTION
HORARIOS 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 101
Cajeras/Horario 3 6 0 8 15 9 10 17 0 J l
Total Cajeras: 83 Total Cost: $1,448,252.00
Final W orksheet and Solution: 13 Mayo 1990
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AURRERA
FORMA PARA PROGRAMACION DE CAJERAS
TIENDA: GRAN BAZAR LOMAS FECHA: 11 FEB
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 I
09:00-09:30 1 1 £ 7
09:30-10:00 1 1 1 £ 7
10:00-10:30 1 1 1 1 £ 15
10:30-11:00 1 1 1 1 £ 15
11:00-11:30 1 1 1 1 1 £ 23
11:30-12:00 1 1 1 1 1 £ 23
12:00-12:30 1 1 1 1 1 1 £ 25
12:30-13:00 1 1 1 1 1 1 25
13:00-13:30 1 1 1 1 £ 26
13:30-14:00 1 1 1 1 £ 26
14:00-14:30 1 1 1 1 £ 20
14:30-15:00 1 1 1 1 £ 20
15:00-15:30 1 1 1 1 £ 15
15:30-16:00 1 1 1 1 2 15
16:00-16:30 1 1 1 2 15
16:30-17:00 1 1 1 2 15
17:00-17:30 1 1 1 £ 21
17:30-18:00 1 1 1 £ 21
18:00-18:30 1 1 £ 26
18:30-19:00 1 1 £ 26
19:00-19:30 1 1 £ 31
19:30-20:00 1 1 £ 31
20:00-20:30 1 1 17
20:30-21:00 1 1 £ 17
Coefficients of the 
Objective Function
7 7.5 7 4 4 4 4 4
Full W orksheet: 11 Feb
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FINAL WORKSHEET
FECHA: JUEVES 11 FEB
1 3 4 5 6 8
09:00-09:30 1 1 £ 7
10:00-10:30 1 1 1 £ 15
12:00-12:30 1 1 1 1 £ 25
13:00-13:30 1 1 1 £ 26
14:00-14:30 1 1 £ 20
16:00-16:30 1 1 £ 15
19:00-19:30 1 1 £ 31
SOLUTION
Horarios 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
8 I
Workers 8 7 7 12 241 Total Cost 277
Final W orksheet and Solution: 11 Feb
FINAL WORKSHEET
FECHA: JUEVES 11 FEB
1 3
12:00-12:30 1 £ 25
19:00-19:30 1 £ 31
SOLUTION
Horarios 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 1
Workers 25 31 |  Total Cost 56
Final W orksheet and Solution: 11 Feb w ith  equal coefficients
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AURRERA
FORMA PARA PROGRAMACION DE CAJERAS
TIENDA: GRAN BAZAR LOMAS FECHA: 13 FEB
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 I
09:00-09:30 1 1 £ 9
09:30-10:00 1 1 1 £ 9
10:00-10:30 1 1 1 1 £ 28
10:30-11:00 1 1 1 1 £ 28
11:00-11:30 1 1 1 1 1 £ 42
11:30-12:00 1 1 1 1 1 42
12:00-12:30 1 1 1 1 1 1 £ 56
12:30-13:00 1 1 1 1 1 1 2! 56
13:00-13:30 1 1 1 1 1 £ 64
13:30-14:00 1 1 1 1 1 £ 64
14:00-14:30 1 1 1 1 1 £ 61
14:30-15:00 1 1 1 1 £ 61
15:00-15:30 1 1 1 £ 50
15:30-16:00 1 1 £ 50
16:00-16:30 1 1 1 £ 42
16:30-17:00 1 1 1 1 £ 42
17:00-17:30 1 1 1 1 £ 43
17:30-18:00 1 1 1 1 £ 43
18:00-18:30 1 1 1 1 £ 50
18:30-19:00 1 1 1 £ 50
19:00-19:30 1 1 1 59
19:30-20:00 1 1 1 £ 59
20:00-20:30 1 1 1 £ 47
20:30-21:00 1 1 1 £ 47
21:00-21:30 1 1 1 2: 15
21:30-22:00 1 1 1 £ 15
Coefficients of the 
Objective Function
5.5 8 9 8 4 5 4.5 5.5
Full W orksheet: 13 Feb
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FINAL WORKSHEET
Fecha: SABADO 13 FEB
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
09:00-09:30 1 1 £ 9
10:00-10:30 1 1 1 1 £ 28
11:00-11:30 1 1 1 1 1 £ 42
12:00-12:30 1 1 1 1 1 1 £ 56
13:00-13:30 1 1 1 1 1 £ 64
14:30-15:00 1 1 1 1 £ 61
15:30-16:00 1 1 £ 50
19:00-19:30 1 1 1 £ 59
SOLUTION
Horarios 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 9 1
Workers 19 31 28 9 14 |  Total Cost 754
Final W orksheet and Solution: 13 Feb
FINAL WORKSHEET
Fecha: SABADO 13 FEB
1 2 3 4 6
09:00-09:30 1 £ 9
11:00-11:30 1 1 1 £ 42
12:00-12:30 1 1 1 1 £ 56
13:00-13:30 1 1 1 1 £ 64
14:30-15:00 1 1 1 £ 61
15:30-16:00 1 1 £ 50
19:00-19:30 1 1 £ 59
SOLUTION
Horarios 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
® lWorkers 16 26 24 35 |  Total Cost 101
Final W orksheet and Solution: 13 Feb w ith  equal coefficients
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AURRERA
FORMA PARA PROGRAMACION DE CAJERAS
TIENDA: GRAN BAZAR LOMAS FECHA: 14 FEB
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 I
09:00-09:30 1 1 £ 8
09:30-10:00 1 1 1 1 £ 8
10:00-10:30 1 1 1 1 1 £ 24
10:30-11:00 1 1 1 1 1 24
11:00-11:30 1 1 1 1 1 £ 39
11:30-12:00 1 1 1 1 1 £ 39
12:00-12:30 1 1 1 1 1 1 2: 52
12:30-13:00 1 1 1 1 1 52
13:00-13:30 1 1 1 1 1 £ 56
13:30-14:00 1 1 1 1 1 56
14:00-14:30 1 1 1 1 1 £ 55
14:30-15:00 1 1 1 1 1 2: 55
15:00-15:30 1 1 1 1 1 2: 45
15:30-16:00 1 1 1 1 £ 45
16:00-16:30 1 1 1 1 1 36
16:30-17:00 1 1 1 1 £ 36
17:00-17:30 1 1 1 1 2: 32
17:30-18:00 1 1 1 1 2! 32
18:00-18:30 1 1 2! 33
18:30-19:00 1 1 £ 33
19:00-19:30 1 1 £ 34
19:30-20:00 1 1 £ 34
20:00-20:30 1 1 2 24
20:30-21:00 1 1 2: 24
Coefficients of the 
Objective Function
6.5 7 7.5 7 4 5 6 5




1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
09:00-09:30 1 1 a 8
11:00-11:30 1 1 1 1 1 2 39
12:00-12:30 1 1 1 1 1 1 52
13:00-13:30 1 1 1 1 1 56
14:00-14:30 1 1 1 1 1 55
15:30-16:00 1 1 1 1 45
16:30-17:00 1 1 1 1 £ 36
19:00-19:30 1 1 £ 34
SOLUTION
Horarios 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 1
Workers 8 29 31 16 5 |  Total Cost 531
Final W orksheet: 14 Feb
FINAL WORKSHEET
FECHA: 14 FEB
1 2 3 4 7 8
09:00-09:30 1 £ 8
11:00-11:30 1 1 1 £ 39
13:00-13:30 1 1 1 1 £ 56
14:00-14:30 1 1 1 1 £ 55
15:30-16:00 1 1 1 1 £ 45
16:30-17:00 1 1 1 1 £ 36
19:00-19:30 1 a 34
SOLUTION
Horarios 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
8Workers 44 9 34 2 |  Total Cost 89
Final W orksheet: 14 Feb w ith equal coefficients
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AURRERA
FORMA PARA PROGRAMACION DE CAJERAS
TIENDA: GRAN BAZAR LOMAS | FECHA: 15 FEB
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 1
0900-0930 1 1 2: 8
09:30-10:00 1 1 1 £ 8
10:00-10:30 1 1 1 1 2: 19
10:30-11:00 1 1 1 1 £ 19
11:00-11:30 1 1 1 1 28
11:30-12:00 1 1 1 1 £ 28
12:00-12:30 1 1 1 £ 38
12:30-13:00 1 1 1 £ 38
13:00-13:30 1 1 1 1 £ 39
13:30-14:00 1 1 1 1 1 £ 39
14:00-14:30 1 1 1 £ 34
14:30-15:00 1 1 1 £ 34
15:00-15:30 1 1 1 1 £ 25
15:30-16:00 1 1 1 1 £ 25
16:00-16:30 1 1 1 2: 24
16:30-17:00 1 1 1 £ 24
17:00-17:30 1 1 1 £ 31
17:30-18:00 1 1 1 £ 31
18:00-18:30 1 1 £ 38
18:30-19:00 1 1 £ 38
19:00-19:30 1 1 £ 47
19:30-20:00 1 1 £ 47
20:00-20:30 1 1 £ 31
20:30-21:00 1 1 £ 31
Coefficientsof the 
Objective Function
7 7.5 7 4 4 4 4




1 3 4 5 6 7
09:00-09:30 1 1 £ 8
11:00-11:30 1 1 1 £ 28
12:00-12:30 1 1 1 £ 38
13:00-13:30 1 1 1 1 £ 39
14:00-14:30 1 1 £ 34
16:00-16:30 1 1 £ 24
19:00-19:30 1 1 2: 47
SOLUTION
Horarios 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 |
Workers 12 12 16 22 351 Total Cost 460
Final W orksheet: 15 Feb
FINAL WORKSHEET
FECHA: 15 FEB
1 3 4 6
11:00-11:30 1 1 2 28
12:00-12:30 1 1 £ 38
14:00-14:30 1 1 £ 34
19:00-19:30 1 47
SOLUTION
Horarios 1 2 3 4 5 6 7|
Workers 12 47 16 22 |  Total Cost 97
Final W orksheet: 15 Feb w ith equal coefficients
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APPENDIX D: Algorithm
This method reduces shift scheduling problems by eliminating 
workperiods that are redundant or non-binding. Next, the method eliminates 
variables that do not effect the solution by formulating the primary problem 
into the equivalent dual problem and analyzing these new constraints.
Experience demonstrates that often the reduced problem can be solved 
to near-optimality without using a computer. This reduced problem may 
then be formulated and run as a linear programming problem. Then, the 
difference between the LP optimum and the solution of this method is 
checked. If the difference is acceptable, stop. If not, one could then try to 
solve the problem as an integer program.
There are two groups of rules, standard and transposed. It is important 
to follow the rules in sequential order. This prevents some unnecessary 
workperiods and variables from being missed and allowed to remain in the 
solution computations.
Following the method, we begin with the standard rules:
STANDARD RULES
R ule 1: Find all workperiods with "Ts" in the same columns and same 
requirements (RHS):
Eliminate all like workperiods, except one.
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Rule 2: Of the remaining workperiods, find those with 'Ts" in the same 
columns, but different requirements (RHS). Compare them 
two at a time as follows:
If (RHS A is greater than RHS B), then eliminate workperiod B. 
Else, eliminate workperiod A.
Continue until no such workperiod pairs remain.
Rule 3: Of the remaining workperiods, find those with the same
requirements. Compare them two at a time as follows:
If (workperiod A has T s"  in the same columns that workperiod 
B has, but workperiod A has one or more additional 
columns of 'Ts"), 
then eliminate workperiod A.
Continue until no such workperiod pairs remain.
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R ule 4: Of the remaining workperiods, find those with different
requirements (RHS). Compare them two at a time as follows:
If ( workperiod A has " l’s" in the same columns that 
workperiod B has, but workperiod A has one or more 
additional columns of "Ts");
and
If (RHS A is less than RHS B), then eliminate workperiod A.
If either of the above statements is not true, 
then do not eliminate either workperiod.
Compare another two workperiods.
Continue until no such workperiod pairs remain.
After completing the standard rules, proceed to the transposed rules.
TRANSPOSED RULES
Rotate the worksheet 90 degrees to the right and apply the following rules in 
sequence:
T-RULE 1: Find all rows with "l’s" in the same columns, and identical
coefficients.
Eliminate all like rows, but one.
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T-RULE 2: Of the remaining rows, find those with different coefficients
(COF), but with 'Ts" in the same columns. Compare them
two
at a time as follows:
If (COF A is greater than COF B), then eliminate row A. 
Continue until no such pairs of rows remain.
T-RULE 3: Of the remaining rows, find those with identical coefficients.
Compare them two at a time as follows:
If (row B has 'Ts" in the same columns that row A has, but 
row B has one or more additional columns with fTs"), 
then eliminate row A.
Continue until no such pairs of rows remain.
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T-RULE 4: Of the remaining rows, find those with different coefficients
(COF). Compare them two at a time as follows:
If (row B has "Ts" in the same columns that row A has, but 
row B has one or more additional columns with "Ts"),
and
If (COF A is greater than COF B ), then eliminate row A.
If either of the above statements is not true, 
then do not eliminate either row.
Compare another two rows.
Continue until no such pairs of rows remain.
Rotate the worksheet back 90 degrees to the original orientation.
If  the current worksheet has not been altered by this pass through both the 
standard and the transposed rules, stop and obtain best solution for the 
remaining worksheet.
If  the current worksheet has been altered, then go back to Standard Rule 1.
